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A BSTRACT 
PULSED NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS 
IN TWO ADJ.AGENT FINITE MEDIA 
by Georges P. Giraudbit 
The pulsed neutron technique has been used to investigate the 
decay of the rmal neut:i;ons in two adjacent water-borated water finite 
media. Experiments were p erformed with a 6 x 6 x 6 inches cubic 
assembly divided in two halves by a thin membrane and filled with pure 
distilled water on one side and borated water on the other side. 
The fundamental decay constant was measured versus the boric 
acid concentration in the poisoned medium. The experimental r e sults 
showed good agreement with th e predictions of the time dependent 
diffusion model. It was assume d that the addition of boric acid in-
creases the absorption cross section of the poisoned medium without 
affecting its diffusion propert i< ;; : In these conditions , space-energy 
separability and the concept of ci.n 11 effective 1 1 buckling as derived f:rom 
diffusion theory were introducE D•:~ K Their validity was supported by the 
experimental results. 
Measurements were p erforme d with the absorption cross 
section of the poisoned mediurn incr easing gradually up to 16 times its 
initial value. E xtensive use of the IBM 7090-7094 Computing facility 
was made to analyze properly t he decay data (Frantic Code). Attention 
was given to the count loss co rre ction scheme and the handling of the 
statistics involved. Fitting o f the experimental results into the 
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analytical for-m predicte d by the diffusion model led to 
~ -1 
L- v = 4721 sec (±150) 
a 
D 
0 
2 -1 0 
= 35972 cm sec (±800) for water at 21 C 
4 -1 C (given) = 3420 cm sec 
The se values, when compared with published data, show that the 
diffusion model is ade quate in d es cribing the exper.iment. 
CHAPTER 
I 
II 
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I fk ~iD olarCqflk 
The behavior of a neutron-density field is described in the most 
general way by means of the wcll --known Boltzmann equation . Theo -
conditions is sufficient to defi 2 the neutron d e nsity in t ime , space and 
e nergy. However, the analytical treatinent of the transport equation 
itself is so difficult in most cases that approximations have to be made. 
A standard treatment which ha::; been used successfully in many 
instances is the so - called dif:f1; !> ion theo ry . In particular, diffusion 
theory has been used extensively to describe pulsed neutrons experi-
men.ts. A pulsed neutron situation is one of the time - dependent prob-
lems which arises first, and therefore is of considerable interest. 
In this situation, diffus i on theory gives results of variable 
quality' according to the extent to which the underlying assumptions 
are met . Since the time whe n the diffusion model was first used, 
some improvements have b ee n a dded to it, such as "diffusion cooling" 
effects. However, the basic approach re1nains the same. 
Alternate treatments of the transport equation have been sug-
gested, such as Fourier trans fo rms techniques. In r ecent years, a 
complete rethinking of our inte rpretations of pulsed neutron experi-
ments has b e en attempted, by t rying to deal directly v1ith the transport 
equation (see N. Corn.gold (1) ). 
(1) Noel Corngold: Theoretical Interpretation of Puls e d 
Neutron Phenomena - IAEA Symposium - . Karlsruhe , Germany, 
May 1965 . 
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Diffusion the o ry gives valuable results m two classes of 
problems: 
a) . Steady state for thermal homogeneous or heterogeneous sys-
tems. In the case of heterogeneous systems, diffusion theory is 
applicable in regions far from highly l ocalized strong sources or sinks 
(such as boundaries or strong absorbers). 
b) Time-dependent problem for homogeneous systems, in 
particular pulsed neutron experiments. 
In these situations, boundary conditions can be introduced for 
use in finite size systems. 
Since good results were obtained for these two problems, it was 
thought to test the diffusion model against one highe r degree of diffi-
culty, i.e. the time-dependent problem for a non multiplying finite 
heterogeneous system. 
The practical way to evaluate diffusion theory in these condi-
tions is to compare experimental results with the predictions of the 
theoretical model. Still, we have to define what we mean by "com-
pare", "experimental results", and "predictions". To do so, we must 
sel ect the physical system to be investigated and the methods of in-
vestigation. 
It is known that the pulsed neutr on technique is one of the 
simplest and most flexible methods of studying a time-dependent 
neutron fi e ld in a non multiplying !"t1e dium. For convenience, relative 
simplicity and reliability, it has been chose:i as method of investiga-
tion. 
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The choice of the phy sic al system itself .depends upon: 
a. Its ability to be inve stigated by use of diffusion theory rn 
order to predict the behavior of rneasurable quantities, 
b. The simplicity of the experimental s e t-up, in order to 
isoiate at best the quantities we want to rneasure, and 
c. The possibility of checking the results against previously 
published data. 
These conditions calle d for: 
a. A simple geometry. We chose a cubic assembly made of 
two adjacent parallelepipeds of equal thickness . 
b. A moderator of well known (absorption and diffusion) 
properties, for which diffusion theory give s reliable res u lts in l e ss 
complicated situations, such as pulsing of an homogeneous assembly 
(it would be quite inconsistent to check the validity of diffusion theory 
in a difficult situation when it does not giv e good results in a simpler 
one) . Because of the amount of publishe d data on water, it was de-
cided to use water and water-boron solutions in the experiment. 
c. A simple heterogenK~ ity situation: Given t wo media, one 
can vary the absorption or diffusion properties o r both. Here again, 
..... 
it is important to know a priori the characteristics of the two media . 
We chos e pure distilled water in one m edium a gainst a boric acid 
aqueo us solution in the other . Therefore, the heterogeneity lies 
essentially in the absorption properties of the two media. It is believed 
that the addition of a very strong absorber such as boric acid in very 
small quantit i es does not introduce a significant change in the diffusion 
properties of the poisoned medium. 
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It is then necessary 1" define what we meant by 11 compa re the 
experimental results with the p redictions of the theoretical model''. 
In our situation, diffusion theory leads to the existence of time e i g .en-
values which describe the tirne decay of the neutron flux. It will also 
predict the dependence of th f' eigenvalues upon the degree of hetcl.·o -
geneity between the two med~aI i. e. the difference in absorption cross -
sections resulting from the poisoning. When the poisoning is varied, 
the eigenvalues will change accordingly. 
This is exactly what W i LS done experimentally, i.e. investigate 
the decay of the neutro·n flux \Vi th respect to different poison concentra-
tions in one of the two media. Since the theory l eads to the existence 
of eigenvalues, we will seek the p r esence of such eigenvalues, in 
particular the fundamental mode. In fact, the ''experimental results" 
i:;hould provide an answer to the two questions: 
- Is there a fundamental mode? 
- If a fundamental mode is reached, what is its decay constant? 
Then, it is easy to 11 c o 1·,1.pare 11 the measured values of the funda-
mental decay constant with the predictions of the theory. 
For consistency in the approach, it is important to note th.at we 
do not assume a priori the exis tence of discrete modes and associated 
eigenvalues, because a rigorous t r eatment using transport theory was 
not made to support this assumption. Therefore, we first look at the 
experimental time decay, and then identify a fundamental mode if the 
experimental data show one. On the other hand, to assume a priori 
the existence of such d iscrete modes would be to make a concession to 
diffusion theory, which is logically an inconsistent attitude. 
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II THE THEO RET I CAL MODEL: DIFFUSION THEO R Y 
II. 1. The t i me dependent neutron t ran spor t theory. 
T h e classic al equation relating the behavior of a system c on-
taining many neutrons (i. e. from a statistical standpoint ) to the i nte r -
action proper t i es b etween th e neutrons and the bulk media (such a s 
absorption, scattering, etc. ) can be written as follows, for a n on-
multiplying i sotropic medi u m. 
_,,,... ,...... 
- v .Q .vN - v~ (it., 'U") N 
+ s d:J' v'J.:;;. (IL, 'IT') f (''1:, vqfD-~ 'U"fl) N(rt/V"'.Ii',t)dn! 
+ KKRE~/trfiIy:KF (I I. 1. 1) 
t = t ime 
-+ position vector of a neutron r = 
-+ -+ 
- !i v = vel ocity vector of a neutron; v = vfl. , = unit direction vecto r fo r 
the velocity 
-N (r, v .O. , t ) dV dv d fl = p r obable numb er of neutrons at t ime t in the 
-+ 
volum e e l ement d V about r, w i th speed in dv about v in the direction 
-d .(2 about !l . 
ot(r', v ) = Macroscopi c cross-section (probability o f i nteraction p e r 
uni t p ath l ength) , which i s assu med to d e pend upon posi tion and ener g y 
only. Similarl y, a s and oa are the macroscopic cross sections fo r 
scatt er ing a n d capture i nteract ions respectively. a = a + a . 
t s a 
-- -£(-r', v -J1 --+v.!l)dvd.n = P robabil ity that a n e utron , i f it collides in 
dV about J! with ori gjnal vel ocit y v 'fi ''.will scatter into dv about v and 
-dfl abou.t fl. 
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S (r', vTI, t) dV dv d !2 d t Probable number of neutrons emitted 
by independent sources in dV about ~· I with speed dv about v in the 
-direction dfl about !l, in the i nterval of time t, t + dt . 
The neutron balance e quation states that the time rate of change 
C?:f th t> irnutJ.•on tloneity ohl (i'. / ~rfK 1 t) i o cqUfi l tci the :rate Of 1·e-Q t. ..:._., 
moval of neutr ons by leakage (-"U-11.'VN ) or capture and ''scattering 
out" (•'\J'O-c N) plus the rate of supplying by "scattering in" or ex-
ternal source t e rm. 
Classical boundary conditions are: 
1. At the surface of a nonreentrant system, N (i, '\Sri; C) : 0 
for all n entering the ·system. 
2. The number of neutrons coming directly (without collision) 
from infinity is zero . 
3. At a point on an inte rfac e between two media, the number 
of n e utrons l eaving one medium with a certain velocity will enter the 
next medium w ith this velocity u nchanged. 
The se can be simplifi ed in most cases to: 
1. N(li. 1'\Y'1i1t.) =0 for -r' on the sur.tace and 7i. entering the 
system. 
2. Li.ID. N('t/U'fl):.) :::  .) 
rz:- 00 
if the sources are 
located in a finit e reg ion of s p <.: c e. 
is c"ntinuous at the interface. 
W e finally include the fo llowing assumptions: 
The medium is homogeneous: 
Gt (rt /\.i) = crt ( '\j) 
f (rt 11\Tlt _vli) = f ( 'U'Jfl'-"'.?i) 
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For a system containing sev~ · :cl cliHe rent homogeneous media, these 
assumptions hold within eacl~ ·r1.e diu m . 
The general probl en1 ·entione d above turns out to be very 
difficult, in particular since i s a t ime and energy dependent problem. 
ni"gK~ c.n.n think tg ;i,· 1?.mQv€1 th~ t i 1110. ~lcpmncl !Dln~m hy ;ll,ppl y i ng a. iii:lKpgK~c o 
transform n;.ethod, and the e ne r g y dependence by assuming a one -
velocity model. Even under t h e s e circumstances, the problem re-
mains very difficult, and fur tbe r assumptions have to be made. These 
are the bases for the time-dep endent diffus ion approximation. 
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II. 2. The time-dependent diffusion appr oximation fo r the one velocity 
model. 
In this section; we · shall outline th e kind of approximations 
l eading to the time-dependent diffusion equati on in the case of one 
velocity n e utrons. 
1 . Neutr ons are assumed to be monoenergetic . 
(II.2.1 ) 
From the definition of the frequency function, i t follows that 
5 r (fi'-li)dfl' = 1 
2. Since one of the fundamental assumptions in this analysis 
is that the medium is homogeneous and isotropic, it follows that 
F'(n'-n) can b e a function only o f the angle b e tween the d irections 
- -'-90> fl. and fl' 
- -
-fl.' 
W e write .0..'. fl = ~o 
? E~M ;liFd~M =Probability that a neutron moving in direction 
, w h en scattered, emerges with a new dir ection whose cosine lies 
in d ~M about ~o 
f ( li'-n) = 
2
1rr Y( ( ~M ; fl') Thus 
Equation (II . 1. 1) becomes 
oN (rt,li,t) = -'U"Ji .VN -v6t N () t 
+ irr J vo; ~ ( y.; 1Y) N (i, i!', 1:.)dil' 
+ s ( 1£, !I, t) 
W e furth e rmore intr oduce the n eutron flux 
l eading to 
(II. 2. 2 ) 
\IL 2. 3} 
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(II. 2. 4) 
II. 2. 1 The E xpansi on in Sphe rical Harmonics method. 
A classical treatment of the transport equation, as des-
cribed by many authors, (Meghr eblian and Holmes (2), Davison (3)), 
consists in .expanding the scattering function f lliL>Ji) , the neutron 
density N\rt 1'lJ"Ji., t) and the source term S in spher i cal harmonics. 
Our purpose is not to give a detailed analysis o f this rather 
complicated procedure. An extensive discussion can be found in the· 
r e f e r e nc e s previously mentioned (Meghr eblian and H olmes, Davison). 
Flux and source t erms are expanded according to 
(II. 2. 1. 1) 
n =O m•-n 
oo n 
S('t,li,t)= LL s: ('t, t) y~ (12) (II. 2 . 1. 2) 
n :C m=-n 
m n-where the Y ( ) are a complete orthonormal set o f complex functions 
n 
such that : 
1 y:*EiiFKv~ (IT) 
.n. (II. 2.1.3) 
(2) Meghreblian and Holmes - Reactur Ar.a.lysis - McGraw Hill 
(1960) 
(3) B . Davison: N eutron Transport -t>:c c•r :r - Oxford Pr e ss 
(1957) 
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The scatte ring proba bility fun c tion i s e x pande d into : 
(II. 2. 1. 4) 
The transport equation (II. 2. 4) can now be expressed in terms 
of the e x pansions. By fur thermore using the orthogonality property 
(II. 2. 1. 3), one gets 
[ v~EiiF [ ( ~ ~t + ltv + <r, -G; D?~¢giiKtF-p~EitItF} = o err. 2. i. s) 
n,rn 
This infinite set is separate d into coupled e quations in the 
harmonics A\ m and Sm by multiplying through by Y 13 ':< and integrating ~ n n a 
over all a with the aid of the orthogonality property. 
The set of e quations (II. 2. 1. 5) finally r e duces to: 
_ _1 :£.._ qt (i , t) - ~ q1 (it, t) + s"(iL, t) + a; 11 .. ¢ (>t, t) ::: 
V 0 t o( Cl. oe. (c ~ 
\o ~x ¢!1('i' C) 
+ ~o o~x ¢:_,(li.t) 
+ ..!.. (..£._ - L ~F [ F cp~-~ - f' cp~·1z 
2 °b .Y OZ -1r1 ~--t -t-'1J·1 ol.-TI 
. 1 E~ . . ~F [f f'h?+i F cpV>+I] (II.2.1.6) 
;- -;2. oy ....- l. ()z, c-~ 11 ~-f + '1,1 ~KK-f · 
where r.-= 0, l, ... a nd 13 t a kes all values from -a to a. The F's 
<>.re !y~rKctions of a. and ~ only . 
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· The diffusion approxi n 1< ttion is based upon the assumption that 
the neutron-flux distribution c> (1-', ri , t) is nearly isotr opi c . Analytically , 
this assumption is equivalent to th e requir e ment that the se r ies expan-
sion for the flux (II. 2. 1. 1) be truncated to the first two terms , i.e . 
t h at a."' o , 1 in. (II. Z. 1. 6). 
0 t?.,i 
The r efor e , (II. 2. 1. 6) w ill involve only Cb , '-'I 
I Q 1 
/i: o 
, \,,I) 
' 1 
. ., 
and (!) 
i 1 
all coefficients with higher i n d ice s being tak en identically equal to 
zero. For c onsistency, we a lo;o :require the source term to be isot ropic , 
i.e. si3 = 0 except for s0 . 
a a 
The system of equations (II. 2. 1. 6) r educes to four coupled 
par tial d iffe r ential e quations, in which appear 
ri = 1 0 
= average value of the cosine of th e scattering angle . 
Thes e equations can be greatly simpl ified i n the following cases . 
a) Steady s t ate . (All derivatives w i th r espect to time are s e t 
e qual to zero. ) 
We define the total t r ack length cp (r') of all neutr ans at speed 
v as 
Similarly: 
Substituting 
set) = r~ E~I!lF cl.a. 
into the reduced system of equations leads to 
(II. 2.1. 7) 
with 
D= __ 1__ _ (II. 2 . 1. 8 ) 
,3 E~ - CJ't. µo) 
whi ch is the classic a l diffusion equati on for the steady s tate . 
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b) One dimensional problems. 
In the one di1nensional problem, the space dependence can be 
described by means of a single variable x, therefore reducing very 
much the complexity of the expansions and of the system of equations. 
The expansions of the flux and source t erm are: 
00 
¢(x,y,t) = ~ (2;+1) cp" (x,I:.) Pn ( y) 
RExI~I \:.):: ~ EO~+1F Sn (x, 1:.) Pn( y) 
where the P n E~} are the usual Legendre Polynomials leading to the 
system of coupled equations 
-(ot..+1\_Q__cp ( ()(.. ). ~ tp 
- 2.°'+1 i' bx c.t+1 - O~+1 C>x cl.-1 (II. 2. 1. 9) 
a.= 0, l, 2 .... 
Here again, the diffusion approximation whichassumes the flux 
to be i sotropic is equivalent to truncating the system of e quations 
(II. 2. 1. 9) by restricting <Poe. to be non zero only for a. = 0, 1, i.e. 
a¢o_~m+s 
ot. 0. ~o 0 
!~~ -crt <m~ + ~ Yo cp1 
= ci<f>~ 
ox 
0¢0 1 
ox·~ 
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D 1 
(II. 2. 2. 0) 
Equation (II. 2. 2. 0) is in its general form the so-called "telegraphist" 
equation. Its unique feature is that it describes physical phenomena 
which exhibit both wavelike characteristics and residual disturbance 
effects. The wavelike behavior is accounted for by the second order 
term in tJ i.e. (30 ~F 
v 2 ot2. Wave effects propagate with a finite 
velocity , w hich is consistent with the fact that a perturbation cannot 
propagate faster than v, the velocity of the neutrons, since it is asso-
ciated with the neutrons themselves. 
However, after the passage of a "wave", the disturbance r e -
mains, and its e ffect is naturally described by the first-order term. 
On the other hand, a pure diffusion phenomena which, by 
d e finition, involve s only a first order term, w ill exhibit an "infinite" 
velocity of propagation of the perturbations. This is also an under-
lying character · of the approximate diffusion e quation for neutrons. 
We wish to evaluate the circumstances under w hich the hybrid 
t e legraphist equation (II. 2. 2. 0) r e duces to the more trivial diffusion 
one . To do so , we must impose the condition that v --+co (to mee1: the 
infinite v e locity con dition) while b o th vD and cr v remain finite. 
a 
(II. 2. 2. 0) can be w ritten 
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f 1 + -~--Dcr- v)r "'D'1 ?Jh. + A_lvD\ 01 11 l vz\a \ I ot vz\ )bt.i 
1\ ~OKty 
= .s -(\jo;)n. - (vDfbti 
where n =~¢ is the neutron de n sity. 
(II. 2 .2.1) 
Note that as 3 3 the t erms 2 (a av ) (vD) and 2 (v D) t end 
. v v 
1 
tow ards ze r o as 2 , leading t o: 
. v 
on 5 _ C-'\Tn + D'\T ~TKn 
at. <2 bx.2 (II. 2 . 2. 2) 
j_~=R - S"<m - ~ or + D i 
n-s ot a. bx 
which is immedi a t ely identified as the classical t i me-dependent 
diffusion equation. 
An alternate approach t o reduce equation (II. 2. 2 . 0 ) into (II. 2 . 2. 2 ) 
2 
is to assume that t h e ter.m P~ L 2 is small co1npared to the oth er te r m s 
2.A.. v at EiKeK~ is of negligible order) and that 3Do is « 1 . In the case of 
ot2 a 
water , w~en averages over t h e energy spectrum are t aken: 
a 
a 
=0 . 0 192cm-l 
D = 0 . 144 cm 
3Da = 0.00832 « 1 
a 
Note that the one - dimensional problem mentioned above is i n 
no way restricting the features of the firs t -order approximation. A 
complete treatment coul d have b een carried out f or the 4 equations 
truncated system (II. 2. 1 . 6) which would have led to the same cc!":> -
clus i ons. 
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II. 2. 2. The approximations of time - depend ent diffusion theory: 
(one velocity model) 
We write t h e e l e m entary one vel ocity time-depende nt diffusion 
equation for the total neutron flux cp(it,t) as: 
(II. 2. 2. 3) 
The u nderlying assumptions are 
a. H omogeneous isot r opic medium 
b. Monoener getic n eutrons 
c. The neutron-flux distribution cp(rt')l / t) is nearly iso-
tropic, allowing us to truncate the series expansion for the flux (II. 2. 1. 1) 
to the fir st two terms. 
d. The source t e rm S ('t.)iJt) is also isotropic. 
e. The diffusio n m e dium must have vanishingly small absorb-
tion cross section (v0 remains finite whe n v incre as es}. 
a 
This condition is well met for water which has a small.!.. deJ?endent 
v 
absorption cross section. 
The diffus ion medium must h ave a very large transport cross 
s ection a;;. = o-; - O: po in o rde r to get D =. _...;.1 __ 
. h D . . f " . h b 1 .3 M-~r wit v rema1n1ng in1te w en v ecomes very arge. 
small 
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II. 3 The time-de p end e nt diffus ion appr oxi m ation for t h e r m al n eutrons 
II. 3. 1 Introduction: 
The n ext step in the tr e atment o f the n eutr on tran sport 
equation is to include e nergy d e p e ndence of the n eutrons. To do so, 
one must go back to the g e n e ral form of the B o ltz mann e quation in an 
homoge neous isotropic non-multiplying medium: 
_1 
'\j ;t ¢(ti,t\l"l!,t) =-~ ('\T)¢(if:/\rlf,t) -ll57¢(t,'U'lt)t.) 
+ j ~a; ( '11') f ( v•.il! ~ "'.li.) ¢(.t;1rfi, t.) d11' dv• 
+ S"('L, '\J' 1!}:.) 
(II. 3. 1. 1) 
One c a n then proceed in the same way described in Section (II. 2. 1 ), 
i. e . expand ¢, Sand fin space- energy spheric al harmonics. If one 
is interested in the slowing down diffusion pro ble m, the isotropic 
scatte ring in the cen t e r of ma s s syst.e m has to b e assume d. D e p ending 
upon the e x t e nt of the a pproxima tions, one can d e rive th e e lementary 
slow ing dow n a n d F e rmi Age equations. 
However, we shall not discuss the slowing down or the thermal-
i zatio n proble ms, bec ause we deal e s sentially w ith a puls e d neutron 
situa tion where no sourc es ar e present during the decay, and the 
n e utr ons hav e r e a c h e d the r mal energ i e s. 
II. 3. 2. The c ase of the rmal n eutrons: 
If the ene rgy dist r ibution o f n eutro ns in a m e dium does 
r>ot depend on posRt~ _:F~-:_ or dir e ction ci.:: the Le 11trons, it is possible to 
des c ribe the diffusi_on proces s by a n e n ergy i P.d e rf,nde nt one - g roup 
e qua ti on on w hic h the e ras s- sections a r e suit::>. °!:>l e 3verage s ove r the 
spectrum di s tributj r,n. ':lnis s p a ce- e n e rgy sepa r a bility w ill be 
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particularly valid at points far away from sources or localized sinks. 
Therefore, we can w rite: 
(II. 3. 2. 2) 
The situation de scribed by (II. 3. 2. 2) is approximately realized in the 
case of thermal neutrons. For, if capture and escape are neglected, 
and no sources are present, then the neutrons w ill be in strict thermal 
equilibrium with the medium. It is know n from the kinetic theory of 
gases that, regardless of the scattering law and the variations of the 
mean free path with energy, the neutron spectrum w ill be Maxwellian, 
i .e. mv1 
F('v) = f'U'1 e -2 R.T (II. 3. 2. 3) 
where m = mass of the neutron 
T = Temperature of the medium 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
The ener gy spectrum is no r malized, i.e. r F('\f) cW = 1 
This spectrum is independent ofthe position or direction of motion. 
If the absorption of the neutrons and their escape from the 
medium are taken into account, then they will not be in strict thermal 
e quilibrium, and (II. 3. 2. 3 ) will require modifications. However, two 
cases may cccur: 
a. If tl,e abnorption i s very l arge , assumptions {IL 3. 2. 2) and 
(II. 3. 2 .3 ) are no lor..ger legitimate but , on the other hand, the thermal 
rKeuti·M~1K p opul a tion w ill be so small that i ts dete rmination is of no 
interest. 
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b. If absorption is wc·; ,.k , the correction required for (II. 3. 2. 3) 
will be s1nall. In addition, the escape of neutrons from the system can 
be regarded as a highly locah7. e d capture. Hence, except in the im-
m .ediate vicinity of the boundar ies , the effect of escape on the system 
will be small) . Near the boundaries , this effect will be more i mpor -
tant, and the extent of correction s to (II. 3. 2. 2) and(II. 3 . 2 . 3) will 
depend mainly on the r .ate of app r oach to thermal equilibrium from a 
distribution in the thermal en<' 1·gy range. 
Since no exact results are available fo.r a general configuration, 
it is hoped that (II. 3. 2. 2) and (II. 3. 2. 3) will hold even near the 
boundaries. Thus, thermal n ·c-utrons can be treated by one-group 
theory, even if 0 and 0 may v a ry appreciably with energy. 
. , a s 
The second inte resting character of a thermal neutron popula-
tion applies to the scatte ring fqnction f ( '111Ji:-'U"1i) 
The effects which should b e taken into account are the molecu-
lar binding and the thermal m otion of the atomic nuclei. The y will bot h 
tend to make the scattering isotropic in the laboratory system, since 
the the rmal motion is random , and the molecular binding can be 
..... 
accounted for in fir st approx i mation by ascribing to the nucleus a 
mass greater than its r e al ma s s . Isotropic scattering in the L - system 
leads to 
(II. 3. 2. 4) 
(II. 3. 2 . 4) will b e valid for most neutron-nuclei i n t eraction s , except 
collisions with very light nuclei such as protons or d euterons . 
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For isotropic scattering in th e L- system, , average co s ine 
--of the scatte ring angle fl .fl should be equal to zero, i.e . E1-~M F 
should be equal to 1. A first approximation to the treatment of 
scattering leads to - 2 ~o = .3A where A is the atomi c weight of 
the moderator. Such typical values (4) are given, showing the extent 
of the approximation of isotropic scattering. 
Atomic weight A Element ( 1- ~o 
1 H 0. 3386 
18 H 20 0.676 
20 D 20 0.884 
4 He 0.8334 
7 Li 0.9047 
· All values above Zn (A = 65) are a bove 0. 990, leading to fairly good 
isotropic scattering in the laboratory system for "heavy moderator ". 
II. 3. 3. One group time dependent diffusion equation for 
. thermal neutrons. 
We first introduce the space energy s eparability assumption 
(II. 3. 2. 2) into the transport equation. 
The general time-dependent transport equation is 
~ !~ (rL/uQJ)= -Ji.Y'cp(ft/1Yfl,t) - <Jt('\T) ¢('t/-UJl):) 
+ J Jo; ( "') f ( '\T '.ii' -'\T .ii.) ¢(ii:, '\J"'.l'i!, t) d.Jl.' d..-' 
+ 5 (tC:, Dyq~i1tF 
(4) Reactor Physir.s C::>nsta :.1t.s. Ak~ ::,ec•c (1963). 
(II. 3. 3. 1) 
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. The spac e - e n e rgy separability (II. 3 . 2. 2) is w ritten: 
cp ('t/trTI"1 t) = ¢(it)f,c) . f (v) 
s ('t /\.i nJ l) = S (7i)!1 l) . G ( 'IJ') 
o; ('\J') rEDygn~DyIq" 11) = ~ ( 'V'-v) F(IT!.TI) 
where o s (v'-+ v) is the ene r gy s.cattering kernel 
F(v ) a n d G(v) a re normalized ene rgy spectra. 
(II. 3 . 3. 1) becomes: 
(II. 3. 3. 2) 
W ~Ert;nIy:F ==-cE:rFllK~cpEiiFiItF -~EKKKKIKFfCF ¢(t)!_,t) 
'\! () t 
+ 1~ ( ,,-c.11) F ( "') d.N-'f f ( Ji!-?1 Jdr (it, il, t) dn! 
(II.3.3.3) 
+ G (11) S ("it)i, t) 
Integrating (II. 3. 3. 3) over all e n ergies, i.e. all v 's, w e get 
1 d¢ - C:) _ n """ - - '-) _ * rf... - - L) 
- - (!t.Jl) - - .).l..,V'l.jJ (rc..)1,.) \,, ct 't' c 't.., .!\I.. 
'tf* ot 
+ o:;* J f (Si?-TI)¢(1L,Tr', \:) d.ll! 
+ 5 (i ... It) I:.) (II. 3. 3. 4) 
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where 
~* r"l ('II) F("') d'\I" 
a;.*= r r,,. ( 'lf'--1!) f('lf') chr' chr 
Equation (II. 3. 3. 4) is immediately identifie d w ith equation 
(II. 2.. 4) applying to the monoenergetic case . . 
1 
ot>:<, o s >!< are averages over the energy spe ctrum, while <\)(t, Ji, t) 
and .S('L,.Ji., \:.) designate thermal flux and source . 
with 
Note that 
... 00 
a-;*= t ~ Mo:; EDr"~vF f(y•)d'V'd'-1 
[ f (V') dvD[~ ('lf'-..'lf) d'\I 
= r F (-u')t>, ( '\J"') d"' 
<IJ F~EDygf~~F d'\J = ~ ('U'') 
It is now possible to treat e qua tion (II. 3 . 3 . 4 ) in exactly the 
same way e quation (II. 2. 4 ) was studied. In particular, we derive the 
one gr o up time-dependent diffusion e quation for th e rmal neutrons 
according to section (II. 2 . 1 ). 
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o* 1 (II. 3. 3. 5) 
3 (o:* - o.*'-) t A ~o 
where ¢ (r+, t) and S(r', t) are total thermal neutron flux and source term. 
Equation (II. 3 . 3. 5) is valid under exactly the same conditions 
mentioned in Section (II. 2. 2), to which should be added the space-
energy separability conditions (II. 3. 3. 2). 
Note that we did not introduce directly condition (II 3. 2. 4) of 
isotropic scattering, requiring 
(II.3.2.4) 
We shall see how this condition compares with the more general pro-
cedure of truncating the system of equations (II. 2. 1. 6) to the first two · 
terms. This is equivalent to keeping only the first two terms in the 
Legendre polynomial expansion of F ( Sl'-11) 
We recall that we wrote (II. 2. 2) 
We expanded into 
leading to the first two terms 
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which is what was really used in the derivation of (II. 3. 3. 5). We see 
that the L- system isotropy condition (II. 3. 2. 4) is more restricting 
than (II. 3. 3. 6), since it assume s ~o :0 
II. 3. 4 Time and energy depende nt diffusion equation. 
In (II. 3. 3), we introduced space energy separability and nearly 
isotropic scattering in the laboratory system (i. e . we wrote 
"A ('U"') f(v'.Tii-vJi) = ~EvD-vF F(Ji'-ll) where 
P (fi.'-Ji.) was truncated to the first two terms). 
Here, we assume isotropic scattering only , i.e. condition 
(II. 3. 2. 4) which is written 
(II. 3. 4. 1) 
With this assumpti on, and under the g e neral conditi ons of (II. 2. 2), we 
are l ed to the following time and energy dependent diffusion equation: 
j_ K~ ED~K}iKItF = - ~EbF ¢(E}i,c) + D(E)V2 cp(r.:}L/t.) 
v ol:. . 
+ Lcp + 5 EbIDiKI~F 
wit'n L cp = I~aK~ Eb~bKF tj} Eb~DEF:F d E' - ~ (E)cp(E,>i):.) (II. 3 . 4 . 2) 
Jo 
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where: 
-v has been replaced by the energy variable E for convenience 
-L$ i.s the thermalization operator. 
Because of the assumption of isotropic scattering, ~c =0 and 
(II.3.4.3) 
Furthermore, we can assume space-energy separability, i.e. 
(II. 3. 4. 4) 
where ¢ (E) and S(E) are normalized energy spectra. 
Integrating equation (II. 3 . 4. 2) over all energies leads to 
\ 
_1 ~EftF:KF=_~* ~EDi:gKF + a~sDz cp(t(t) + ·s\rt:):.) 
'\l'* e>t 
(II. 3. 4. 5) 
o*= _1_ 
P~* 
equivalent to equation (II . 3. 3. 5). 
Similarly, ~I o ':'and ot':' denote averages over the spectrum 
v·.- a 
. fl' 
(E), and we used the fact that l O-, Eb~bKF dE: ~ <J:4 (E.') 
0 
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II. 4. The the r mal neutron energy spectrum. 
IL 4. 1. General considerations: 
So far, we introduced the concept of a neutron energy 
spectrum through the assumption of space-energy separability. In 
this section, we shall survey brie fly and qualitatively some of the 
classical qualities of energy spectra: 
We first r efer t o the ideal case of an infinite homogeneous non-
absorbing medium: No absorption, no leakage and no sources are 
present. The neutrons are in thermal e quilibrium with the nuclei of 
the moderator. As seen in Section (II. 3. 2), the neutron spectrum will 
be Maxwellian, i.e. 
where T is the temperature of the moderator. 
0 
(II. 3. 2. 3) 
We mention briefly some of the properties of this spectrum 
which will be useful in the future. 
a) Energy variable: 
d N = number of neutrons per unit volume with energie s in 
(E, E+dE) 
. -l 
dN = N(E.)dE = 2rrN 3e ~qKI Jf d~ (rrRTa)-;: 
N ~ rN(E.)dE 
N(E) dE 
N 
dE 
(II.4.1.1) 
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Average energy 
1 E. N ( E) dE. [_ = __;,_. _ _ _ _ 
N 
Most probabl e ene r gy E T = k T 
0 
0 
For t h e flux ¢(E) = vN (E) 
E 
e -ki; Q)(E)dE _ 
<P E1 To 
el> 
cp = ~ N ('\T) '\J"'d1.T = 
0 
b } Vel ocity variab le: 
Most probable veloci ty: 
Average veloc i ty: 
(-)'2. 4 2. '\]" = - '\TT. iT 0 
E x ample: 
T 
0 
0 0 
=293 . 6 K (20 . 4 C ) 
= kT 0 = 0. 0253 eV 
= 220 0 m/s = v 0 
dE. 
(II.4. 1 .2) 
This spectrum is an equilibrium spect:':"urn, i.e . from a macro-
scopic standpoint, the net s tatis tica l :-~ ·rerage chai1ge in e nergy of the 
neutrons is zero. T}:;s iP m0:.: '2 ar:.:;1:rat ely expressed by the principle 
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of detailed balance which says that in equilibrium as many neutrons 
make transitions from the energy E to the energy E' as make tran-
sitions from the energy E' to the energy E. 
If we call M{E) the Maxwellian normalized probability distribu-
tion function, and rem.ernbering that energy tran9£er takes place 
through collisions with the nuclei of the moderator, we request: 
H(E') cr; Eb~bKF = H(E:)O-: (E-E.') (II. 4. 1. 3) 
The Maxwellian spectrum will suffer alterations from the non-
ideal case when neutrons are removed (by absorption or leakage) or 
added (source term), according to the way the amounts deducted or 
added are distributed over the spectrum. However, when the distri-
butions from a Maxwellian spectrum are small, one can use a small 
perturbations approach, and assume that the neutron energy spectrum 
is Maxwellian with a shifted effective neutron temperature T . 
n 
The concept of effective neutron temperature has been proven 
useful in many circumstances, and gives an easy evaluation of the 
average energy of a given spectrum. By reference to the ideal case 
of the true equilibrium where the effective neutron temperature T is 
n 
equal to the moderator temperature T , it will be proper to talk of 
0 
"heated" (T > T ) or "cooled" (T < T ) spectrum. 
n o n o 
Obviously, the spectrum is unaffected if the rate of removal 
or addition of neutrons per unit neutron density does not depend upon 
the energy of these neutrons. The only effect is to change the total 
~ . 
neutron population normalization factor, without altering the spectrum 
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itself. In particular, this property is independent of t he "shape" of 
the spectrum. 
However, if the removal or addition proc e sses discriminate 
n eutrons with respect to their e nergy, the average energy (i.e. the 
effective neutron temperature T ) will change accordingly . ·Two cases 
n 
are o f practical importance . 
Non- stationary case: 
When no sourc e s are present, the rates of removal of 
neutrons per unit neutron density are classically given by: 
= vo (v} for absorption 
a 2 ~ 
2 2 'V ,+, (r t) 
= vD{v}B where B = - "V ' ¢{r, t} for diffusion leakage. 
In most ca-ses, B 2 is assumed to be a constant, i.e. it is space 
independent. 
In the case of water, or boron; the absorption cross s ection 
a (v) is well d e scribed by a_!_ law over the thermal range of energies. 
a v 
H ence, vo (v } is constant, and the absorption term does not alter the 
a 
spectrum. 
1 
v 
The situation is different for the l eakage term. 
2 dependent; the over-all removal term vD (v )B depends 
D(v) is not 
upon the 
2 
spectrum and B itself. The . situation is such that the more ene r getic 
neutrons preferentially leak out of the medium. This preferential 
leakage leads t o a "cooling" of the spectrum which is more pronounced 
the weaker the energy coupling of ~;le neutron gas to the moderator. 
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- Stationary case: 
H e r e , sources are present. They are generally slowing 
do-,;;m sources distributed usually acco r ding t o a 1 /E law above thermal 
energies . When couple d with the diffusion effect of those (above the rmal 
energies } neutrons, they produce· a "heating" of the spectrum because 
the average en e rgy of the neutrons arriving into each volume element 
is lar ger than that of the neutrons being absorbed there. 
II. 4. 2. Elementary treatment of diffusion cooling o .r diffusion 
heating. 
We cons ider the time and energy dependent diffusion 
equation(II. 3. 4. 2) without source t e rm, i.e. 
~ !~ (E/l:JI:)= - LC1 (E) cp(E}L:,\:) + D(E.)Y'2¢ (E/LJt) + Lcp 
cO 
L<j:i = I:. (E '.... E) <P ( E','i, t.) dE' - z: s ( E.) <\i( E ;it, t.) 
Note : In the remaining part of this work, we w ill write 
a = Microscopic cross secti on 
L = Macroscopic cross section 
(II. 4. 2. 1) 
We follow a cla ssical approach described by Beckurts (5 ), i.e. 
we assume space energy separability 
(II. 4. 2. 2) 
Integrating (II. 4. 2. 1) over all energies, and rnaki .1g use of (II. 4. 2 . 2) 
(5) K. H. Er.:kur.-:..s c..11d K. Wirtz: N eutron Physics (1 964}. 
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(II. 4. 2. 3) 
where Le. and D are averages over the spectrum. 
We introduce a balance equation for the energy density 
(II. 4. 2. 4) 
Multiplying (II. 4. 2. 1) by E and integrating over all energies gives: 
~ ~ ('i);. )= - LC\. Ea. cp(rt,> I:)+ D ED \j'2 ¢ (tiJ.) (II. 4. 2. 5) 
+ ¢ (iL,t) F u~ .. (E'-- E)<\l(E:') dE'-2:,(E)<\l(E)}dE 
where 
E = q 
E = 
D 
FL.<E)<)i(E)dE 
[ z;, (E) cJ>(E) dE: 
[ E. D(E)<ji(E)dE 
rD(E:) ¢i<E) dE: 
1 For - absorption, E = E 
v a 
We also have: 
(II.4.2.6) 
-31-r El fr. (E'.E) cji(E') dE.' - Z:, (E:) ijl(E)} dE. 
r r~ E-E)L5 (E'--10) cjl(E') dE dE1 
combining (II. 4. 2. 3) and (II. 4. 2. 5), we get 
(II. 4. 2. 7) 
a) If V2.cp = 0 (no diffusion), we request the double integral on the 
¢ 
right hand side of (II. 4. 2. 7) to vanish. This is accomplished if ¢ E~F 
is a Maxwellian spectrum. 
= M(E) (II. 4. 2. 8} 
where T correspond to the neutron temperature in an infinite, .!. 
0 . v 
absorber, source-free medium. According to Section (II. 4. 1), the 
neutron t emperature is equal to the moderator temperature. 
b) If 'V'J. ¢ ::;t. 0 , and remembering that (ED- E) -/:- 0 (oth e rwise, D 
~ . 
would be.!. dependent), the left hand side of (II. 4 . 2. 7) is different from 
v 
zero. Depending on the sign of V2.¢ , each volume element either 
<P 
loses or gains energy through diffusion. This energy must be gained 
or l ost through collisions with the atoms of the moderator , i.e. cp (E) 
must depart from an equilibriur:n spectrum. 
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We now make the fundamental assumption that the n e w spectrum 
i s Maxwe llian with a shift ed effective neutron temperature T # T . 
0 
Then: 
as 
2 
ol> t. . 
E:. = 4 J E.D(E)_s_ e-R.T dE. 
"J) D 
0 
(RT)2 
D = D (E.)_£_ e -P.T dE. [1 E . o (R.T)2. 
dD = D(E) - 2 E. e R.T + _s_ ~ e -\:1.T dE. - J"" l -E E. } 
dT 0 \RT)2T (kT)2 kT 2 
=- .2.D + _1_ o. e: 
T RT:a D 
E = R_T2 [~ + dD ._1_1 
D T D dT 
= 2 k T + k T 2 d ( Los D) 
dT 
ED- E = kT + ".Ti d (Log D) 
. 2. dT 
= ~q{Kf+O 
E - E = kT t1 + ?. 
D 2. 
d (Lo9'D) _I_} 
dT 
d (Lo9D)} 
d(Lo3T) 
(II. 4. 2. 9) 
(II. 4 .3.0) 
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As T ~ T , we can make a linear Taylor expansion of the 
0 
shifted spectrum around T : 
0 
cp (E.) = M(E)+ T-To E~ _ 2.) M(E) 
To ~qo 
with M(E) given by (II. 4. 2. 8). 
The right hand side of (II. 4. 2. 7) becomes 
ao "° 
= T-Ta J f bDEbD-bFw:-sEb~bFMEbKDFdbDdb 
kTo4 Jo . 
as fFE'-E)L_. (E'-E)M(E')dE' dE = 0 
(II. 4. 3. 1) 
(II. 4. 3. 2) 
The new double integral is expressed in terms of the mean square 
energy loss M 2 defined as: 
(II. 4. 3. 3) 
= 1 Jr (E'2 -2EE' + E.2) M (E') CJ. (E!-E) dE' dE (k"fo? J A 
= 1 l fJ E'(E'- E.) M(E') ~ (E'-E.) dE' dE M~:1oy J 
+ JJ E(E-E') M(E')O",; Eb~bFdb1db l (II. 4. ~ K 4 ) 
J 
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We now make use of the principle of detailed bal ance intro-
duced i n S ecti o n (II. 4. 1): 
M(E')c>; Eb~bF = M EbF~Eb:-C:DF 
T he second integral in (II. 4. 3 . 4 ) become s: 
J j E.(E- E.') M (E') o:; (E!_E) dE'dE. 
= JJ E(E- E') MEbF~EbK-bK1F dE' dE. 
= JJ E'(E'-E) M ( E) oS, (E'-..E )da1 dE. by interchanging E and E'. 
F inally M2.= 2 fEbDEbD- bDKFMEbKDFR"D"EbK~bFdb1 db 
(kT"o)2 Jj s (II. 4. 3. 5 ) 
B y w ritin g Z: = N 0 
s .s 
where N = numb e r of a t oms p e r unit vol ume, 
(II. 4 . 2. 7) b ecom e s: 
D v2 cP p_ T f 1 + 2. d (Log 15) 1 = _1 p_ (T -T ) NM 
cp 2 l d. (Lo9 T) 2. o . 2 
By set ting T ~ T in th e left hand side of (II. 4 . 3 . 6) l eads t o 
0 
T-To 
To 
S tudy of 
d (Lo_g D) 
1+ 2 d ( l og T) 
NM 2 
l eads t o two int eresting cases: 
' 
(II. 4 . 3 . 6) 
(II. 4 . 3. 7 ) 
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a) Non-stationary case: 
We s e ek solution s to (II. 4. 2. 3) in the form 
->ii:. 
R(i)e (II. 4. 3. 8) 
R(r') must the n satisfy v 2R+B 2 R = 0 w ith the condition that the flux 
v anishes at some extrapolated boundary. B 2 is called "buckling" and 
describes the geometrical depende nce of the m e dium. 
The time eige n v alue ;\ is given by 
(II. 4. 3. 9) 
'\]' L correspo nds 
Cl 
to the ave rage rate o f r e moval o f neutrons 
by absorption. 
1 - --
For a - absorber, '\J L = '\J [_ :::: '\f L. ('1.J:) =CONST ANT. 
v Q Q g a g 
. Dv describes the averag e r a t e of removal of neutrons by 
diffusion out of the m e dium. 2 It depe nds on the s p e ctrum and B 
(through II. 4. 3. 7). In particular: 
W e s e t: 
d (LogD) 1+2 d(Lo9T) 
NM2 
1+ 2 d(log D) d (Dv) d_(LogT) 
~~~~-MKK-KK::o__:__ 
dT NM2 
(II. 4. 4. 0) 
(11.4. '1 . 1 ) 
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leading to: 
(II. 4. 4. 2) 
Differentiating (II. 4. 4. 0) w ith respect to T, and making use of 
definition (II. 4. 4. 1) gives 
-2. 
C- '\TD 
-2NM.:z. 
( 1 + 2 _d_(_Lo_s_D_) )2 
\. d(Lo9T) 
(II. 4. 4. 3) 
C is called the "diffusion cooling" factor. Its significance is 
seen through equation (II. 4. 4. 0) which can be written 
T - To = - CB2 dT (II. 4. 4. 4) 
d(Dv) 
T = T., l 1 - expE~:IF} (II. 4. 4. 5) 
If C = 0, it is seen that T :: T No cooling. 
·o 
If c > 0, T <T 
0 
Diffusion cooling occurs. 
The interpretation of the diffusion cooling effect follows from 
S ection (II. 4. 1 ). Since Dv depends on the spectrum and B 2 , it is found 
that the rate of removal of neutrons with large velocities is larger than 
for tn.ose wit:i. small velocities. The equilibrium spP-ctrum is no longer 
coneerved as ne 1.itrons leak out. When the new spectrum is compared 
to a Maxwellian one, the effective neutron tempe rature T is less than 
r!1e c•JOJerator temperature T . 
0 
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Beckurts (6) gives some values of C calculated f o r water ac-
cording to the method of effective neutron temperature. M 2 was com-
pute d from various scattering models. 
d(Log D) 
d(Log T) 
· D 
(cm) 
c 
(cm4 sec- 1) M 2 from 
3400 N e lkin Model 
0. 144 2650 A= 1 1 2 Monoatomic gas 
4250 A = 18 
As will be seen later in Chapter III, these results are 
reasonably consistent with published experimental values. 
d(Log D) 
Note that the value d(Log T) comes from the elementary 
formula 
(II. 4. 4. 6) 
This was considered by Antonov (7) who refers to a description 
given by Von Dardel where he assumes that the transport mean free 
path A. t is independent of the neutron energy. Von Darde l and 
Sjostrand (8) put A.t::;: A. s and get 
- I 
D (T)2 
Do=- Ta 
-------
1D~ (T) 
As (1:) (II. 4. 4. 7) 
(6) K. H. Beckurts and K. Wirtz: Neutron Piqsics (1 964 ). 
(7) .Antonov a.nd al: Vol. V, :p/661, USSR. 
(8) Von Darrle l and Sjostrand: Phys. Rev . 94, 1272, (1954). 
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Antonov points out that the last approximation may be inaccurate in 
many cases. 
The ene rgy dependence of the diffusion coefficient D given by 
(II. 4. 4. 6) is a first approximation for wate r, w hich has strongly energy 
dependent scattering properties. On the other hand, for graphite or 
d(Log D) beryllium, D(E) is nearly constant, so that d(Log T) = 0, leading to 
--2 
C vD 
-2NM
2 
b) Sta tionary case: 
Here, cp(r',t) = R(r') only, and (II.4. 2. 3) leads to 
( 
'\i2.R _ J3.... = 0 
l!-
L 2 - D 
- Z::.a 
(II. 4. 3. 8) becomes: 
1 + 2 
d(Lo9 D) 
d(LosT) 
NM2. 
By analogy with (II. 4 . 4. 2), we write 
-- c. Dv =Do+-
L2. 
(II. 4. 4. 8) 
(II. 4 . 4. 9) 
{II.4.4.10) 
i.e. diffusion heating occurs, as mentioned in Section (II. 4. 1). 
II. 4. 3. Other treatments. 
So far, we described the cla.::sical approach through the 
concept of effective neutron temperatur e . This concept has been often 
criticized, and shoulc-l be c:ons:dered as eler.-.__.,nt:::.:. y. The weakness of 
the scheme is its a priori assumption on the shape of the spectrum. 
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However, most authors agree that it gives valuable information in the 
1 
case of water, where the absorption is near - - and the l e akage can be 
v 
kept reasonable as long as the medium is not too small. The situation 
is less ideal in the case of graphite, where it is even difficult to 
separate space and energy variables. 
Alternate methods have been suggested which give a more com-
plete description. Without details , we mention; 
- The method of Laguerre Polynomials: 
2 It carries out the expansion of A. to higher powers of B • 
It is verified that the method of effective neutron t empe rature gives 
consistent results with the polynomial method when the last is carried 
4 
to order B only. 
- Direct treatment of the transport operation: 
The transport e quation in a homogeneous, source free, 
isotropically scattering medium in plane geometry is: 
(II. 4. 5. 0) 
where r = cos e ( e = scattering angle). 
In th ::- no_n- st.:i.tionary case , we seek solutions in the form: 
(II. 4 . 5. 1) 
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and 
(Z:t (E)- ~F ¢(E, \' ") 
<ii +I 
= - r ~~ + 1 U:s(E!.E) ¢(.E',(")dE'dr' 
(II. 4. 5. 2) 
which is an eigenvalue equation for the time decay parameter a . 
We shall not ente r into the mathematical argu ments used to 
d escribe the set o f eigenvalues. To describe the e nergy spectrum, 
itself, we follow a procedure d e scribe d by Beckurts and Wirtz (9), i.e. 
introduce the F ourier transform 
rcj> ( E, )' !<) e iBx dx (II. 4. 5. 3) 
-oo 
satisfying 
(Z:o(E)- ~F cjo(E,\',5) 
<A 1 . (II.4.5. 4 ) 
= iB~ c\1(E, ~IBF + i ft~~ (E'...+E) ,P(E',\! B) dE'd( 
Integrating (II. 4 . 5. 4 ) over all ~ and introducing 
+I 
cjl (E1 B) = t: (E,y, &) d\' 
(9 ) Beckurts 2_nd ~:lirDK::?K - I';P.'.:..tron Physics (196 4 ). 
(II. 4. 5. 5) 
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leads to: 
(II. ~ · 5. 6) 
The last integral equation has be en solved n1.1merically f o r a and the 
spectrum cj)(E, B) b y Honeck (10), who s e results will b e reported later. 
H owever, i t can be show n that Cb (E, B) can be expanded into the follow -
' 
ing p owe r s e ries: 
{ 
cp (E;B) = M(E.) + B2 q)2 CE.)+ B4 cp4 (E.)- · · · · 
A = A 0 + D0 B 2 - C B4 + cB~ 
(II. 4 . 5 . 7) 
which, when substitute d into equation (II . 4 . 5. 6) lea ds to: 
r. M(E)dE 
Do ==- _o 3_L_e. <._E_) __ _ 
E"°l~A J ·~ M(E)dE. 
(II. 4. 5 . 8 ) 
cfJ 
Jf. Do_ 1 ) ~F ( E.) cl E. \ '\i 31 CE) :2. c= 0 s 
[: ~ M (E)dE 
r 1 f 4- JJo} M(E)dE. 1Pf~ccKF t1s.r.sce.) - v ---
+ ~o~~~~~~~~~~~~~ r ;',. 11 (E) dE 
b 
(II.4. 5 .9) 
(10) Honeck, H ., BNL719, 1186 (1962). 
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The fir.st term (CD) is identical with the result found by the method of 
Laguerre Polynomials mentioned earlier. It describes a diffusion 
cooling effect.. 
The second term (Ct) represents a purely theoretical correction to the 
results of elementary diffusion theory. For a heavy gas (A>> l}, 
CD>> Ct which makes the transport correction a negligible factor. 
The calculations carried out by Honeck for water at 20°C give: 
D 37,460 2 -1 = cm sec 0 
ct 
c CD+Ct = 2878 cm 4 -1 - 0. 057 = sec with C-- = 
6 - 1 D F = 270 cm sec 
All calculations were performed according to the Nelkin model for 
scattering in water. 
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II. 5. The two media problem: 
II. 5. 1. Introduction. 
Wt:! finally give a d~acription of the experimental situa-
tion we encountered·: 
W@ are eone~rned with a eubie assembly divided in t:we> 
halves (see Fig. II. 5. 1 ). One of them contains pure distille d water. 
The other contains pure distilled water poisoned with small amounts of 
boric acid (B03H 3 ) whose effect is essentially to increase the absorp-
tion coefficient. Relying on experimentally measured cross sections 
(11), it is reasonable to assume that water and boric acid solutions 
1 . 
have - dependent absorption cross sections. 
v 
A fast neutron source is placed near the assembly (see Fig. 
II. 5. 1). The assembly is surrounded by a cadmium shielding allowing 
only fast n e utrons to enter, and a very absorbing medium (borated 
water) to minimize back scattering e ffects. These fast neutrons (14 Mev) 
are thermalized within the assembly and provide pulsed slowing-down 
sources distributed within the medium. 
In half assembly I Properties 2:., J D1 
In half assembly II Properties Z:.2. ,D2 
it is assumed that Di ~aO , and L2. = ( 1+0() L1 
"poisoning" factor. 
where a. is the 
Theoretically, the situation describe d above is a very difficult 
problem if one attempts to find an analytical solution to the transport 
equations in the two media. Since no such solution exists to our 
(11) Reactor Physics Handbook - ANL 5800. ~ . 
---------·---~-~·-··· ·- ··-- .... 
I 
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knowledge, it is the exact purpo se of this w ork to test experimentally 
the predictions of an approximate theory which, because it is simpli-
fied, does not pretend to give a priori a detailed picture of the 
phenomena. 
It is of interest to look brie fly upon the work of R. C. Erdmann 
(12). who derived an exact solution for the time d ependent mono-
energetic neutron transport in t wo adjacent semi-infinite media. Iso-
tropic scattering in the L- system, was assumed, and an isotropic 
plane source placed at the interface (x = 0) was delivering nonenergetic 
neutrons in a short burst at time t = O. 
Although this situation is quite different from ours, the evolu-
tion of the neutron current at the interface, and th e flux shape near the 
interface pointed out two areas of investigation: On a short time scale, 
the scattering process. is initially dominant, i. e . neutrons will travel 
from the medium with the larger to the region w ith the smaller cross 
section. On the other hand, the absorption is a long term effect, i.e. 
afte r some time, the neutrons trave l from the region with s mall to the 
r egion with large absorption cross- section. Hence, if absorption and 
scattering cross section are larger in one medium then in the other, a 
reversal of the neutron current at the interface w ill occur. 
As far as we are concerned, the short-time investigation is of 
n o interest, since we change only the absorption properties in our 
experiment. Moreover, the evoh.7.ion of the neutron current at the 
(12) R. C. Erdmann: Time dependeu-~ 
transport in two adjacent semi-infin;cK~ media. 
Institute o f Technology (1966 ). 
monoenergetic neutron 
T.1esis - California 
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interface will certainly be masked by the finite length of the burst, the 
thermalization time, the fact that the slowing down sources are dis-
tributed over the assembly, and the over -all difficultie s of measuring 
directional neutron current. At best, we could detect wave e ffects due. 
to the relative position of the source and detector, unde r non-idealized 
and poor conditions. 
Hence, as mentioned previously, we focused our attention on 
the long time range investigation, i.e. the die-away of the thermal 
neutron flux. 
II. 5. 2 Solution in the diffusion approximation: 
We first assume that diffusion theory h olds in the two 
media I and II to describe the decay of a thermalized flux in the ab-
sence of sources. 
Medium I 
Medium II 
¢ 1 (E}tJt), La'1(E) JD1 (E.) .J ~ 
q,2 (EJ'i;t), L..02 (E.) ;D2 (E) J B2 
B =External boundary of the assembly=!\ +Bz 
C = interface. 
-rz.. E I 
rt E. lI 
We assume isotropic scattering, and write (II. 3 . 4. 2} in-each 
medium .. · 
·1 ~ ~~" (E}i1 t)== - La1 (E) cp" Eb}tIl:F+a-1EbKFyTO cp~ (i::/t.J.)+ L,. ¢-1 
~ ~tO (E./i):)=-~i ( E.) ¢2. (E/i, t)+D,_ (E)V\p2 (E/t; t) + ~ -zK cp2 
(II. 5. 2. I} 
L cp = Thermalization operator 
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<O 
f [ (E'-E) cp (E}i).) dE' - L (E) cp (E1Jt):) J ..s '1,2. -1,2. s '1,2. '1,2. 
0 
(II. 5. 2. 2) 
II. 5. 2. 2. The assumptions. 
a) The space energy separability: 
The energy spectrum is space and time independent in each 
medium, i.e. 
c? ( E }t) t) = i' ( E) <P (FL.J t) 
f rec) dE- = 1 (II. 5. 2. 3) 
As mentioned previously in Section (II. 3. 2), space -energy separability 
is valid for thermal neutrons far a v;ay from localized sources or sinks 
such as external boundaries whe re the Milne condition applies (i.e. no 
neutrons return into the medium). Williams (13) showed th.at, for 
water slabs, the spe ctrum is strongly distorte d near the surface owing 
to the different leakage probabilities for neutrons at different energies. 
Neverthele ss, William's results show that, if the assembly is large 
with respect t o the transport mean free path o f neutrons at different 
energies, space-energy separability is valid in most of the interior. 
We extend it into all the medium. 
(13) NL R. Williams: Space energy s e parability in pulsed 
neutron systems . 3rookhaven Confe:irence on Neutron Thermalization 
( 1962) - Reactor Sci e nc e and Technology 1963, Vol. 17, pp. 55 to 66. 
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b) External boundary condition: 
A classical derivation from the Milne problem 
is the concept. of an extrapolated distance d at which the " extrapolated" 
flux vanishes. For monoenergetic neutrons or a = constant: 
tr 
d = 0. 7104 "-tr "-tr = transport mean free path. 
The energy dependent Milne problem is very difficult because 
of the space dependence of the energy spectrum mentioned above. For 
1 
- dependence of ot , rigorous treatment leads to d = 0, 76 A.t (v ). 
v r r o 
. Gelbard and Davis (14) numerically solved the problem for 
cp(E, x) and the fundamental d e cay constant A. in the case of water slabs 
of variable thickness a. By fitting A. into the form A.= A. +D B 2 -cB4 
0 0 
with 2 ( TI ~O they solved for d 1 (; - a) leading to: B = a+2d ' =z: 
d = 0. 76 "-tr for B2 = 0 
d 0, 75 A.tr B2 o. 1 
-2 
= = cm 
d 0, 74 "-tr B2 0,2 
-2 
= = cm 
which show s good agreement with Kiefhaber's (15) results. These 
r e sults are classically us e d in the calculation of the geometrical. 
buckling B 2 for pulsed neutron work on water. We therefore assume 
that there exists an extrapolated b oundary at w hich the extrapolated 
thermal fluxes vanish, i.e. 
(II. 5. 2. 4) 
(14) dml~<:irrDi and Davis: NSE 13, 237 (196 2 ). 
(15) Kiefhaber, E.: NSE 18, 404 (1964) 
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c} The i nterface {c) conditions. 
. ..... (i} The flux is continuous at the rnterface (c) 
{II . 5.2.5) 
Assuming that assumption (a} is still valid at the inte rface, we 
request: 
which l eads to 
I ~1 ( E) = lf 2 ( E) <m~ (C:,t) = cpz (c,l:) 
{II. 5. 2. 6) 
(II.5.2.7) 
{ii) The net neutron cur r ent is continuous: 
In the framework of diffusion theory, the net neutron 
current is J = - D. vq, 
Hence: (II.5.2.8) 
D1(E)V¢1(E,c)c) = D, EbKFscpOKEbF~l:F 
or 
It is seen that a corollary of assumption {a) and conditions {c) is the 
indentity of the two e nergy spectra in m e dia I and II. i.e. 
{IL 5. 2. 9) 
d) In both m edia I and ~fI the absoJ:ption cross-sections 
1 
are - d ependent. q~-I :s i:. a r:;j:i ss:,'.?_i assumption for b o th water and 
v 
boron. 
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e) The diffusion properties in both media are identical, 
i.e. 
(II. 5. 3. 0) 
This assumption is justified since we are doing a poisoning 
experiment by adding a very strong absorber (boric acid) in very small 
quantities. It hardly affects the scattering cross section while drastic-
ally increasing the absorption cross section. 
£) The common spectrum lf (E) may be described by a 
Maxwellian distribution with an effective neutron temperature T. The 
shift of T from the moderator temperature T is accounted for by 
0 
introduction of a diffusion cooling term C. The fact that there is a 
common energy spectrum coupled with assumption (e ) is sufficient to 
insure C to be independent of the poisoning, since it involves only the 
variations of the diffusion coefficient with energy. 
This assumption is quite valid since the spectrum does not 
1 depend on the absorption properties because they are - dependent 
v 
(hence it does not depend upon the poisoning). As about the scattering 
properties, they do not depend on the poisoning because of assumption 
(e). Therefore, as long as the spectra in I and II are concerned, the 
medium appe ars homogeneous from a scattering prope rties standpoint, 
which reinforces the neede d condition f1(E) = lf 2(E) and helps fulfill 
the space energy separability at the interface. 
While these assumptions have to be stated independently, the 
validity of one of them depends u pon the othe rs. For instance; the 
validity of (f) is reinforced by (d), (e) and corollary (II. 5. 2. 9). w~ 
will say that, in our case, the assumptions are vi::ry v:.1 ;:; 11 c.r.ndi:j0;.ied. 
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This explains the over-all validity of the diffusion m.odel which was 
demonstrated later by the expe rimental results. 
Note that if we had introduced a change in the diffusion proper-
ti e s of the media, it would have been practically impossible to retain 
assumption (a), becaus e the energy spectra had to be diffe rent in each 
half far fr om the interface and external boundaries, whil e being equal 
at the interface. In such conditions, space-energy separability is very 
likely to fail. 
II. 5. 2. 3. Analytical solution: 
With the assumptions mentioned in (II. 5. 2. 2), and by 
integrating (II. 5. 2. 1) over all energies, we get: 
~t~EDtIcF == Dvv 2 cp1 ('L):) - vZ:1 cp1 ('i):) 
~t:l ('t,t) = DvV2 cp2.(r[):)- V" l2. cpz ('i):) 
(II. 5. 3. 1) 
w here all value s refer to averages over the common energy spe ctrum 
we assume s e paration of variables. 
¢., (xJy,, z_,I:) = X1 (x). Y1 (y). wlzFK~ ( t) 
¢2 Ex~~ z):) = X2 (x) .Y2. ( y). Z2 (z )·-r; (l:.) 
)' 
l :n: 
..Q 
<'l 
x 
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where a, b , c denote extrapolated.boundaries . 
So we 
Interface conditions : 
i) Flux must be continuous for ally, .z , t 
X1 (o) x2 (o) 
Y1(Y) y 2 (.Y) Same y dependence 
z1 (z.) z2. (z) Same z dependenc e 
T-i ('c) T2 (t) Same t dependence 
can write 
¢1 = x 1 YZT 
<P2 = x 2 YZT 
ii ) J = -Dvcp must be continuous at the interface, i.e. 
dX1 dX2 
dx (O) = d x (O) 
Oute r boundarie s . 
x 1 ( -a) = 0 
x 2 (+a) = o 
y (±b ) = 0 
z (±b) = 0 
With these conditions, (II. 5 . 3. 1) becomes 
= l, ~q -
J, ~u" y; • Z') D v 1 - --- + - +-xl Y z 
2 Y " Z" ~ xii ) Dv Xz + Y + z 
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Thus , becaus e o f the s eparation of variabl es: 
W e 
X" 1 2 
x 1 = - w 1 
X " 2 2 
X- = - W2 
.. 2 
Y" 2 y = - µ 
z" 2 
z = - \) 
solv e eas ily for T, 
[ T (t ) =e-At y (y ) _ rmry - cos 2b Z (z ) nrrz = cos zc-
Y, z 
The eige nvalue equations are: 
"} 2 Y" Z" :\ = ~v - D v - - + - +-2 x 2 Y z 
2 - (mir) 2 µ - 2b 
2 =E~:F 2 '\) 
F o r X 1 and X 2 , we h ave the following p r oble m 
X " 2 1 { x1 (- a J = 0 2S = - wl 
x~· 2 x 2 ( +a ) = o X2 = - wz 
m = 1, 2, .. . . 
n = 1, 2 , 
(II. 5 . 3 . 2) 
f x 1 (O ) = x 2 (O) . 
\x• (OJ = X ' (O J l 2 
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while (II. 5. 3. 2) requires 
I1 -L.2 
D (II. 5. 3. 3) 
Now, the physical 
2 
2 
situation guides us to understand the nature of UJ 1 
and w2 
a) If the two media are the same, i.e. L'1 = L2 =I. 
2 2 lir 
wl = Wz = 2a 
lirx x1 (x) = x2 (x) = cos Za 
A.lmn =Lv + Dv B\mn 
with B 
2 
lmn =(12i) 2 +(;,:) 2 + E~:; 2 
The fundamental mode is given by 
. 2 
A 111 =L..v + Dv B 111 
(II. 5. 3. 4) 
(II. 5. 3. 5) 
""' ~ lirx miry nir z - A. t 
't'(x, y, z, t) = L A 1, m, ncos Za cos~ cos 2C e lmn 1, m, n ~ 1 
The x -de pendence bf the fundamental mode of the flux is shown in 
Fig. (II. 5. 3. a). 
b) It is now clear that, by continuity, a slight increas e in L 
2 
for instance will lead to trigonometric solutions for x 1 (x) and x 2 (x) 
of the form 
=- 2 . 1 sin w1 (x+a) 
= a 2 i:.in w2 (x-a) 
TRIGONOMETRIC 
SOLUTION 
HYPERBOLIC 
SOLUTION 
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TI 
FIG. ll 530 
FIG.IT 53b 
' 
FIG. II 53c 
II. 
FIG. II '53d 
a = 0 
7rX x1 = x2 = a cos 20 
0 < a < QC 
sin w 1 (x +a) 
sin w 2 (x-o) -
QC < a 
sin w
1 
(x +a) 
sinh w
2 
(x -a) 
a - oo 
X1 =a sin ....!._(x+o) I O+E 
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The x dependence of the flux is shown in Fig. (II. 5. 3. b) . 
We define a poisoning factor a. such that 
i.e. L{boron) = a.L1 
One sees that, as [ increases, the flux shap e b ecomes so asymmetric 
2. 
that it is no l onge r possible to fulfill the equality of slopes at x = 0 with 
a trigonometric solution in region II. This is because w 2 
2
< 0, i.e. 
w2 is imaginary, leading to a hype rbolic solution of the form 
X2 = a 2 sinh w 2 (x+a ) 
c) H yperbolic solution: See Fig. (II. 5. 3. c ). 
d) For very large b o ron concentrati ons, 
region II becomes a black absorber, i. e. no n eutron return from 
medium II. 
W e then approach the situation o f Fig. (II. 5. 3. d), with a 
vacuum condition at th e interface . 
II. 5. 2. 3. 1 Trigonometric solution. 
F ormulas for x 1 (x) andX-2 (x) satisfying external 
boundary conditions x 1 (-a) = x 2 (+a) = 0 are 
x l (x) = a l sin wl (x+a) x::;; 0 
x 2 (x ) = az sin w2 (x -a) x :?!: 0 
2 2 L1 -[2 
with Wz = wl + D 
2 2 ... . ,. 
Wz = wl +F 
,:. L.1 -rz 
£ = --v 
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Continuity of flux at the interface: 
Continuity of current: 
(II. 5. 3. 6) ·and (II. 5. 3. 7) give: 
= 
tg ay w12 + p >:< j wl 2 + p•:< 
Assume 
introduce the auxiliary variable fl= a w1 
and solve for w1 vs · a. 
~an 11 I-an J KnKK~ + F 
-
n. J .rP+ F 
r=- °D~· a2 
fl= aw.., 
(II. 5. 3. 6) 
(II.5.3.7) 
(II. 5. 3. 8 ) 
(II.5 . 3 .9) 
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This solution is possible as long as J12 + F) 0 corresponding 
to a. !S:CL wher e a. dencte s a critical concentration for 
c c 
which fl2 + p = O. 
If .n.2 +p=0 
.!g_.fl_ = t g (0) = f2 - (0) 
o r tgfl=-fl. 
n. = 2. 0288 
(2. 0288 )2 D 
a.c = Ll a2 
- 1 
II. 5. 2. 3. 2. Hyperbolic solution: 
For a. > a. 
c 
, we have an hype rbolic solution 
in the poisoned medium 
- x1 (x ) = a 1 sin w 1 (x +a) 
+ p < 0 - x 2 (x ) = a 2 s inh I w2 \ (x - a) 
Continuity of flux and cur r ent at the interface give 
a 1 sin w1a = - a 2 sinh \wz \ a 
w1a 1 cos w1a = a 2 w2 cosh \ w2 \ a 
=J 2 - (wl . + p) 
x< O 
x> O 
leading to: 
h::an fl 
n. 
h:mh J-\!2..2+p) 
}-(n?.+ p) 
F =- _ °'-L1 0 2 
D 
fl.= aw" 
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II. 5. 2. 3. 3. Numerical solutions~ 
(II. 5. 4. 0) 
Solutions (II. 5. 3. 9) and (II. 5. 4. 0) were solved 
nume rically, giving w 1 vs a. for selecte d values of L.1 , a, D. It is 
then trivial to derive the decay constant A. by writing 
= "effective bu_ckling" 
in region I 
.,.. 2 4 
A. = L l v + Dv B - CB 
when the cooling factor C has been introduced to take into account the 
distortion from the pure Maxwellian spectrum. This addition is 
legitimate by assumption (£). 
Small perturbations calculations around a. = 0 w e re performed 
in the trigonometric range. When a.= 0, We then 
introduce perturbed eigenvalues 
1T . r .,, : :a ( 1 +e 1 ) 
l Wz - 2a ( 1 + 8 2) 
h. = v + Dv l 2 + ( ;b) + (;c) --2--
v + Dv! ~ 
(2:)·2 
for small poisonings a. << 1 
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A "" L 1 v ( 1 + %l + Dv { ( 2: ) 
2 
( 1 
l1 +Z2 
2 v + Dv B
2 (a.= 0) + 0 (a. 2 ) 
dA_ l'1 v 
da. (a.= O) = -z-
For small p oison concentration, A. varies lin e arl y with the average 
absorptio n cross section. · The slope a t the origin a. = 0 was verified 
with the numerical calcul ations . 
II. 5. 2. 3 . 4. Vali dity of the use of the diffusion cooling 
term. 
Essentially, the mathematical problem has been 
2 
to sol ve for effective buckling Bl, 2 in regions I and IL We wrote 
B2 - 2 (--1!:.. )2 ( Tf )2 2. - ().)2 + ) +,--2b . 2c 
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and derived an expression connecting w· 12 and w i by requiring the 
same decay constants in the t wo regions, i.e. 
One may ask what happens if, for consistency with the final calculations, 
one adds t he cooling factor CB4 , i.e.: What is the influence of the 
2 2 diffusion cooling on the effective bucklings B 1 and B 2 ? 
Writing ). = [" v- + Dv B: - C B4 1 ., 1 
gives 
E~-iKF+aE w:-w:)- ~ [Cw>w;) + 2(w:- w~F[E~FOKE~FO1}=o 
4 2 
C W 2 + 2 Q W2.. + S = 0 
D V' . 
---
2. 
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Since the expansion is carried towards the B 4 t erm, and B 2 is always 
small (0. 1 to 0. 3 cm- 2), we see that the cooling factor CB4 is not 
going to perturb significantly the w; vs w: equation. In particular, 
if we write 
C w~ + w2 + _f_ = o O~ 2. O~ 
c ~-__£_ ~1 
20 Dv 
and, a poste riori c 4 z _w:OK~rgzK 
2.."6 . 
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III NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
Numerical calculations of the A. vs a law (i.e. decay constant of. 
the fundamental mode versus poisoning factor) were performed using 
different sets of published data and the analysis given in Chapter II. 
III. 1. E xpe rimental parameters . 
. In our experiment, we pulsed a 6 x 6 x 6 inches assembly, 
divided in its center by a thin membrane . 
. The extrapolation distance d was chosen according to the 
Gelbard and Davis calculations. See Section (II. 5. 2. 2) for 
2 0.12<B <0.22 -2 (in cm ) 
d = O. 75 A. tr 
' - 0.434 ± 0.001 cm 11. tr - at 21°C is recommended by 
B erkurts (16). 
(21°c) 
d = O. 325 cm 
Water temperature= 21°c ± i 0 c. 
Assuming a Maxwellian distribution at the w ater temperature 
· v 
0 
v 
v 
0 
= 2200 m/sec at T = 293.6°K (20.4°C) 
0 
= 2. 485 ± 0. 003 105 cm/sec 
(16) Beckurts : Neutron Physics, Page 374. 
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Extrapolated dimensions 
a = b = c = 7. 62 cm 
a:'= S' = c = 7. 945 cm 
III. 2. Absorption and diffusion properties for water. 
In this compilation, we used the basic data 
and C as published by several authors rather than partial data like 
Z:. or D This is because these parameters are directly derived 
Cll 
from A= L v + D B 2 + CB4 
a o 
in pulsed neutron measurements. We 
assume 
D = D. v 
0 
v 
to derive L and D , and take into account eventual temperature 
a 
corrections for D and C only. 
0 
There exist many formulae giving the dependence of D with 
0 
respect to the moderator temperature. As we are interested only in 
a small variation with respect to published data at 22°, we use the 
formula given by Dio and Schaffer (1 7) 
D 
0 = 
3. 505. 104 + (T-19) (130±30) 2 -1 cm sec 
between 19 and 75 °c. It gives an increase of 130 cm2 sec - l per 0 c, 
0 . 0 
or O. 37 (±0. 09)% per C from the value at 19 C. This formula agrees 
(1958). 
(17) W. H. Dio and E. Schaffer. Nuclear Phys. 6 : 175-176 
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0 
with measure1nents by Kuchle (18) a t 22 C, who found a t e mperature 
coefficient of 0. 37%/ 0 c . 
Sele cted values take n 1: ·om. lite r ature are reproduced in Table 
III. 2, together w ith t h e ir con .cted valu es at 21°c . Since we take v 
- ~ 
resulting values of L = Lq"I] and o (2200 m/sec) derived from 
a '\)" a 
L
0 
. . It is inte r esting to n ote that these 0a's agr e e quite well with 
the b est published value o (220 0) = 0. 6 54 (±0. 0 06 ) barns (Beckurts (19 )). 
a 
We feel that th e last pu~glished dat a (Kuchle , Lopez and Beyster, 
Beckurts) are the m ost rel iable up to date~ T he r ange of buckling in-
eluded in these d a ta m akes a g•i ocl basis for comparison . Fig. (III. 2 . 2 
abc) s h ows t he resu l t s in the fo rm of cur ve s fitted to these sets of data. 
III. 3. B oron d osime try. 
Boric acid (B03H 3 ) rn c rystalline form was used for poisoning. 
We took the followin g data. 
Molecular weight of B 0 3 H 3 = 61. 84 g r. 
Solubili ty in wat er at 21°C: 51. 5 g per lite r . 
Since a poison i ng cor r e sponding to a = 1 requests 3 g /liter of 
H 20, the maximum p os sible poisoning ratio is: a . ~ 17 . . maxi -
a) Poisonin g doses : In first approximation, we took 
• cra (H20) = 0. 66 barns } 
at 2200 m/ sec 
(B03 H 3 ) ~ 0a (B) = 755 barns 
(18) Kuchle : NSE 8 , No . 1, 88 , (1960). 
(19) Beckurts and W irtz . Neutron Physics , Page 408 (1964). 
Authors 1 
-·---
Von Da;.·dc] 
& Sjostrand 
IAntonov 
et al. 
Bracci and 
Coceva· 
Dio 
tKuchle 
Lopez and 
Beyster 
Beckurts 
MEASURED VALUES OF ABSORPTION AND DIFFUSION 
PROPERTIES OF WATER AT 21°c (v = 2,485 m/sec) 
Size of z;_v: [a(102cmJ 22°C Medium 
2 -2 -1 cra (2200) z -1 4 - 1 (B in cm ) Year (sec ) in barns D
0
(cm sec ) C(cm sec ) 
2 1. 9686 36,340 7,300 0, l<B <0. 7 1954 4892 (0. 664) ±750 ±1,500 
Cylinder 1. 9441 35,000 4,000 Dia=l8. 6 cm 1955 4831 (0. 656) ±1000 ±1000 h=2 . 75 to 20 cm 
2 1956 4950 1. 9919 34,850 3,000 0.09<B <0.96 (0 .672) ±1,100 ±1,000 
1959 4808 1. 9348 35,450 3,700 - -- (0. 653) ±600 ±700 
1960 4785 1. 9255 35,400 4,200 
- -- (0. 650) ±700 ±800 
-
2 1962 4768 1. 9187 36,892 5' 116 0, 02<B <0. 42 (0. 648) ±400 ±776 
-
Compiling of 1965 4782 1.9243 35,630 3,420 
recent results ±i5 (0. 650) ±80 ±170 
at 20°c 
TABLE III. 2 
0 Corrected 21 C 
2 -1 D (cm) D (cm sec ) 
0 
36,210 
±750 o. 1457 
35 ,000 
±1000 o. 1418 
34,850 0. 1402 
±1, 100 
35,320 o. 14213 
±600 
35,270 0.14193 
±700 
36,762 o. 1479 
±400 
35,760 0.1439 
±80 
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as referenced in (20). 
with H 20 = 18 
B03H 3 = 61. 84 
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This l eads to a poisoning addition of 
3 
m = 3. 003269 mg/ cm for a. = 1 
3 The volume to poison is V = 1 786. 1097 cm, i. e. requiring 
Poisoning was performed on this basis with a. varying by 
steps of 0. 5 from 0 to 6. 5, then for a.= 10 and a.= 16. 
b) More accurate data was later introduced with: 
H 20 = 18. 016 
B03H 3 = 61. 84 
These new values lead to: 
760.8 
a. = 1 x 755 x 
1 8.0 16 
18 
aa (H20) = 0. 654 ± 0. 006 barn. 
a (B) = 760. 8 ± 1. 9 barn for natural 
a 
0.660 
x0.654 = 
10 boron (19. 8 1% of B ) (21) 
1. 01783 
for M = 5. 364169 g of B 0 3H 3 as added. 
These corrections have been taken into account in the data processing. 
(20) Meghreblian and Holr-ies: Nuclear reactor theory. 
(20) Reactor Physic Constants: ANl_, 5 800, Page 30 (1963 ). 
(21) Prasdocimi and Deruytte:-: The Absc•rption c ros s section 
of B oron. J. Nucl. Energy A & B, ~ 7 , 83 (1963). 
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IV DESCRIPTION O F THE EXPERIMENTAL SET -UP 
A conventional source of 14 MeV neutrons was used to pulse 
the as·sembly, which was surrounded with cadmium and boron. A 
thermal neutron scintillation d e tector (l /4 1 1 in diamete r) wa s connected 
to proper amplifier s and discriminator before feeding a 25 6 channel 
analyzer . 
IV . 1. The pulsed n eutron generator: 
In this expe riment , w c used th e Model 9505 Neutron Generator 
manufactured by the Texas N u ::lear Co r poration of Austin, Tex as. 
Neutrons are produced by b o n-::Jar d i.ng deuterium. or tritium targets 
with deuterons, according t o ·:.:,e following reactions : 
--+ n 1 +He., + 3. 26 7 MeV :; 
__, n 1 + H e 4 + 1 7 .. 5 7 7 Me V 
For the 11thick 11 targets supplied with the accelerator , the D-D reaction 
will yiel d neutrons of 2. 86 M eV e nergy and the D-T reaction w ill yield 
neutrons of 14~ 74 M e V at o0 with r espect to the incident neutron beam. 
Since the targets supplied with the accelerator are 11 thicJ.< 11 r e lative to 
the range of the incide nt deuter ons , deuterons of all energies f r Q_m zero 
to the incident bombarding ene rgy will yie ld neutrons which will intro -
duce an energy spread of the n e u tr ons. In all our experiments, we 
· us ed the (D-T) reaction. 
The accele r ator produces ion beams (deuterons) u p to 1500 
mic roampe r e s under 1 50 kilovults , (continuous b eam). In th e pulsed 
mode , t he b eam is d e flected by means of a pulser and chopper moni -
to r e d from an external console , whe r e the fr equ e ncy and the pulse w idth 
may b e a djust e d. 
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As far as this experiment is concerned, the accelerator, when 
operating under normal c.onditions, was able to produce a sufficiently 
strong neutron flux with very small background between pulses (i.e. 
when the beam is deflected). This last feature was particularly appre-
ciated, since it is known that certain puls e d neutron facilities may pro-
duce unwanted n e utrons due to secondary interactions when the beam is 
turned off. This situation was not detected in our experiments. 
IV . 2. General configuration of the experimental set-up. 
The general pulsed neutr on source and pulsed assembly con-
figuration is described below. 
a) The water container: 
The water containe r is made of aluminum, with 
walls 3 mm thick and a dividing foil (0. 8 mm thick ) whose absorption 
effects were neglected. 
The internal dimensions are 6 x 6 x 7 inches (±0. 2 mm) 
allowing a 6 x 6 x 6 inches water volume. It is internally coated with a 
protective spray to minimize corrosion by water. 
The container, open at the top, is e ntir e ly coated externally 
(top included) with cadmium (1 mm thick) whose role is to absorb most 
incoming or outcoming thermal neutrons, thus minimiz ing the hazard 
of slow reflecte d neutrons. 
b) The surrounding shielding: 
When an experiment is performed, the whole 
assembly is shie lded with highly absorbing boron eve rywhere, except 
i 
on the bottom face v.hich is closely expose d to f ast neutrons . A large 
n.ickn:::Ps of borateci water surrounds the ensemble. This configuration 
minimizes backscattering effects. 
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IV. 3. The scintillation detector. 
The Model DSB-10 Neutron scintillation detector set manufac-
tured by the Nuclear Chicago Corporation was used in all experiments. 
IV. 3. 1. The neutron probe: 
The SN-6 neutron probe consists of an aluminium hous-
ing, 5/16" outside diameter and 42" long, a light pipe, a thermal 
neutron crystal, and a probe adapter cap. The light pipe is a polished 
lucite rod for optical coupling between the crystal and the photomulti-
plier tube. 
The thermal neutron crystal is a disc of plastic 1I4" in diameter 
and 3/ 16 11 thick. The plastic contains 95% enriched boron-10 and silver-
activated z inc sulfide (ZnS(Ag)). The phosphor is also coated on the 
grooved front face of the disc. 
When a capture takes place, ex. particle s are emitted through 
the standard (n, a.) r e action, causing in turn the n earby phosphor to 
scintillate. 
The counting e ffici e ncy and discrimination against y rays of 
such crysta ls is described by W . J. Price (22). The crystal responds 
to fast neutrons and gammas. Fast neutrons will create recoil protons, 
while gammas may strip orbital electrons. Both may cause the 
phosphor t o scintillate. H oweve r, since the ionization e ffect is much 
greater for a particles than for other particles, it is possible to dis-
criminate against fast neutrons anc gamm=:t. rays. 
(22) W. J. Price: Nuclear R ·..tdiation D e t ection, Page 298 
(1958). 
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10 The energy d e p e ndence of the c ross s ectio n o for the B {n, a) 
1 
reaction is found to have the - dependence up to about 100 eV and is 
v 
commonly w ritte n 
0-(v)=O: ~ (IV.3.Ll) 
'\I 
Price (23) gives o
0 
= 4010 barns at v
0 
= 2. 210 5 cm/sec. 
h . ( . ) . BIO . T e r eaction rate reactions per sec in is 
oD 
R = J z: (E.) cj>(E)dE 
0 
if cp (E) is assumed to b e constant inside th e crystal. 
If the neutron spectrum lies w ithin 0-100 e V, (IV. 3. 1. 1) is 
valid, and we get 
1ooe.V 
R = J l (E) ¢CE.) dE 
0 '100 e.\/ 
=I0 "\J'0 tn(E)dE 
R=[ovoN 
N is the total numbe r of neutr ons per unit volume. 
Such a dete ctor measures e ffectively a neutron density, inde-
pendently of energy. Assuming a Maxwellian spectrum with average 
velocity v, the total flux is 
(23) W. J. Price: Nuclear F a.diation D e t e ction (1958). 
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RV' 
2:0 vo 
In our experiment,· the flux is assumed to be Maxwellian, with 
v held constant corresponding to the moderator temperature. There-
fore, the output of the detector can be interpreted as either neutron 
density or neutron flux. 
It is reasonable to a ssurne, in our case, the following: 
a) The extra absorption introduced into the system by 
the detector is negligible, because of the size of the crystal and prop-
erties of the casing which are very close to that of water . 
b) The probe itself has practically no dead- time. This 
is because the principal decay component of ZnS (Ag ) has a decay 
constant of approximately 0. 04 µs e c . There is a significant advantage 
for very short resolving times.· 
c) We are able to make a fair gamma discrimination. 
It is known that fast neutrons may induce secondary y -rays in water, 
thus affecting the measur e ments. We did not find any such significant 
effect in all the experiments . 
d) The crystal does not get saturated at high counting 
rates. 
IV. 3. 2 Position of the neutron probe: 
The probe was located in the assembl y in a way such that the 
e ffect of higher harmor..ics was minimized. 
It was placed in the half--tank containing the pure distilled water. 
at the c e nte r of the Y and Z coo1·dinate s (s e e Fig . II. 4. l) i . e. Y =Z --=0 . 
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The position of the probe along the X axis was adjusted ac-
cordingly with the boron poison concentration in the opposite half-tank, 
in such a way that it was always positioned approximately where the 
first spatial harmonic of the flux in the pure water was maximum. (See 
the schematic x-dependence vs po isoning on Fig. II. 4. 2 abed). This 
means practically that the probe is placed at X = 0 for n o poison (a.= 0) 
and placed at X =-~ for the maximum poison concentration. 
In general, X (cpmaxi) = i ( :l -a) where w 1 vs. a. was known 
approx imate ly from the theoretical calculations. 
IV. 3. 2. The photomultiplier: 
The photomultiplier (Nucle ar Chicago Part number 
VTK-1692) consists of 10 stages, cesium-antimony dynodes. The 
curre nt gain is approximately 300, 000 at the final dynode. 
IV. 3. 3. The pr e amplifier: 
The preamplifier, directly connected to the photo-
multiplier, consists of 3 transistor stages. The positive pulse from 
the photomultiplier tube is coupled to an emitter-follower connected 
transistor, which delivers a 7 to 10 µ sec positive pulse with l ow im-
pedance (150 ohms). This first stage output is A-C coupled t o a common 
emitter amplifie r which is direct coupled to an emitter-follower. 
The output of the amplifier has an overall gain of 20 and an 
output impedance of 150 ohms. 
IV. 4. The count-recording apparcK~u~KKK:KK 
The output from the pre-amplifier is ccinnect e d to the apparatus 
described in Fig. (IV. 2. 1) .. 
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Pulses are fed into the amplifier of th e Model 181-A Decade 
Scaler (Nuclear-Chicago) which is used also as a power supply for the 
scintillation detector~ The output of the 181-A is s e nt to a discrimina-
tor and ultimately to the model CN-110 transistorized multi-channel 
pulse analyze r system (Te chnical Measurement Corporation), e quipped 
with the Time of Flight Logic Unit Model 211. 
D ead time of the scintillation detector- Model 181-A - Dis-
criminator s e t was measured and found to be clos e to 5 µsec. This is 
in agreement with the value given by the constructor for the 181-A. 
H oweve r, this equipment had a ve ry important disadvantage: . 
The amplifier was found to be unable to handle r e liably the high count-
ing rate that occurs immedia tely after the neutron pulse. This effect 
introduced unwanted changes in the ove r-all efficiency of the apparatus 
which was difficult to take into account by a standard correction . . There-
fore, we had to limit the length and strength of the neutron bursts to 
minimize this saturation effect. This also 11 diluted'' any short-time 
phenomena right after the e nd of the pulse, and contributed to the 
failure of its investigation. 
The CN 110 e quipped w ith the Model 211 Time of flight logic 
unit was used a s follows: 
- 256 adjacent channels 
- channel width = 8 µsec 
- No delay 
Characteristics of the pulse generator were: 
- Frequency = 450 or 475 cp~ 
- Puls e widtr. -= 50 nr 75 µ !::~-:K 
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This provided a good picture of the pulse, and insured that 
each pulse decayed to the background level before another pulse was 
generated. 
The total number of pulses (N} in a given experiment was also 
recorded. 
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V THE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
DECAY CURVES 
V. 1. The Frantic Code: 
The Frantic Program for Analysis of Experimental Growth and 
decay curves, developed at the Laboratory for Nuclear Science of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was us e d extensively through-
out the experiments . (IBM 7090-7094) 
Many authors make reference of 1nethods to perform least 
square analysis 
assumed form 
of multicomponent exponentially decaying data in the 
N 
F(t) = [Ai.e.\"t 
\.:: ... 
Among them, the Behrens' method (24) gives good results for one com-
ponent +unknown background. However, it was felt that, to impr_ove 
the flexibility of the code, a real multicomponent scheme should be 
used. The Frantic code, modified for our specific use {including new 
count losses corrections) was shown to give fair l y consistent and re-
liable results. It has been tested under many condi tions, the most 
difficult arising with the 4 component analysis o f a pulsed flux in graph-
ite . Because it is based on an iterative method, there are times when 
convergence is not reached, and the method fails. However, this 
occurs essentially in the analysis of components with very close decay 
constant, or very slowly decaying components . 
A shur+ description of the iterative procedure is given in Appen-
dix Al, together wit'i ways of estima~ing the goodne ss of fit. 
(24 ) D . :; . ? ~hrens - The fitting of e x pone ntial decay curves to 
'.:he r ..:: sults of counting experiments . AERE T / R. 629. 
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V. 2 . Corrections for count losses. 
Two kinds of dead times were accounted for in the analysis: 
c~ DETE.CTOR .Sf;T I CN 110 c't . C\. . 
DEAD TIME = Sp.sec: ANA LY Z ER 
c If. 
l = 
Recorded counts in channel i at the output of the 
analyzer (known) 
C'. = Expected number of incoming counts in channel i l 
c. = Expected number of counts l 
The CNl 10 Analyzer and the detector set (p r obe +amplifiers+ dis -
criminator ) have quite different types of count losses processes. 
V . 2 . 1. Dead-time of the CNl 10 Anal yze r : 
When fitted with the Model 2 11 Time of F light Logic 
Unit, the analyzer has a basic dead time of 16 ~ sec for recording of a 
count. In fact , the inoperati ve period may vary, since the recording 
of a count triggers an advance in the addr ess of the next availabl e 
channel. A complete description of the process is given in Appendix A Z. 
Assuming that the distribution of incoming counts in channel i 
is a Pois son distribution characterized by an average J...., the formula 
l 
for t h e expected numbe r of incoming counts in channel i i s: 
·1 
N - [ CJ 
l 
J 
(V. 2 . l. 1} 
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N = Number of pulses 
C". =Number of recorded counts in channel i after N pulses 
l 
C '. = Expected number of incoming counts in channel i after 
l 
N pulses 
16 0 
n = where l is the channel length in microseconds. 
i E~ <16 ~secF 
This formula was first published w ithout proof by Mills, Allen, Selig 
and Cadwell (25). A p roof is given in Appendix A2. 
As a c h annel l ength of 8 l sec was used in all experiments, 
n = 2, and formula (V. 2. 1. 1) becomes 
c't ] (V. 2. 1. 2) N - r c:' + CD~ ) \ &.-2 1.-:\ 
where C". and C". are the recorded counts in channels i-2 and i-1 1-2 1-1 
respectively. 
V. 2. 2. D ead-time of the detector. 
As mentioned already, the dead-time of the detector 
amplifier ::=et was found t o be approximately 
ment of the dead time correction connecting 
because: 
5 jsec . An accurate tre at-
C . to C '. is ve ry difficult 
l l 
The source has a rapidly changing strength 
We know only the r ecorded counts C". in the analyzer, and 
l 
this information is related to C 'i through the approximate as sum.ption 
that the output pulses from the detector follow a Poisson distribution 
over a channel l e ngth. 
(25) Mills, Allen, Selig, Cadwell - Neutrr:;: ancl g<'.<r..ma r:r.y die-
away in an heterogeneous system. Nuclear Applications Vol. 1, 4 (Aug-
ust 65 ). 
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It is clear tha t, as in the case for the CN 110 Analyzer, a prob-
lem arises when the dead time of the detector is of the same order .Of 
magnitude than the measuring time (channel length) . F o r a dead time 
(j' = 5 ~ sec and a measuring time e = 8 ~se c I the maximum numbe r of 
detect ed counts w ill b e 2, regardless of the total number of generating 
counts . In addition, what happens in a given channel depends strongly 
on the detected events in .the previous one. 
However, it is felt that this problem arises mostl y when the 
count-rate is extremely ·high . In most of our experiments, the peak 
count rate was voluntarily limited in order to give a maximum of 105 
7 . -2 
counts for 10 pulses, i .e . 10 counts per channel pe r pulse o r 
5 l. 2510 cps for a 8 l sec channel l ength. 
In such conditions, we believe it is l egitimate to make a stand-
ard dead time correction as follows: 
N = number of pulses (e .g. 107 ) 
e = channel length (e.g. 8. 10-- 6 sec) 
k~ = Total measuring time (e .g. 80 sec) 
~ = Dead time of the detector (e .g. 5 10- 6 sec) 
c~= 
C'i. Ne c; 1 -
For C'. = 105 counts, and our indicative values, we get 
l 
•-:~ = 10 5 (1 + 0. 00625) i.e . a correction l ess than 1% at worst. 
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These two dead-time corrections were taken into account by 
the modified Frantic Code. Their effect is to give a better exponential 
behavior over the first channels. The analysis wa s carried over the 
C.'s. 
l 
V. 2. 4. Validity of the Poisson distribution assumption. 
This treatment relies on the assumption that the counts 
incoming into the analyzer follow a Poisson distribution ove r a channel 
width. The physical process involved may be compared to radioactive 
disintegrations. By looking at the works of D. J. Behrens (26), 
R. Peierls (27) , A. Ruark and L. D evol (28), it appears that such an 
assumption is legitimate if: 
a) The source strength does not vary appreciably over a channel 
length of time. The total number N of neutrons which may give raise to 
a count is very large with respect to n, the number of counts appearing 
over a channel length. Therefore, we may apply the Poisson approxi-
mation to the binomial distribution of appearing counts. 
b) The detector has zero dead-time. 
Assumption (a) d e als with the statistical model used. 
When we look at a multichannel picture, this is as if we were to assume 
(26 ) D. J. B ehrens. Notes on the nature of experiments , the 
statistics of counting and the fitting of exponential decay cur ves to the 
results of counting experiments. A.E.R.E. T/R.629 (1951) 
Proc. 
(27) R. P eierls. Statistical Error in Counting Experiments, 
~1Koy K Snciety (London) Al49 (1935). 
(28 } A. Ru2.rk and L. Devol. , General theory of fluctuations in 
Radioactive Disintegrations. Phy . . R 'e v iew 49 (1936 ). 
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that the smooth exponential decay curve is broken into steps, each step 
corresponding to an individual constant source over a channel length. 
Since after all we deal only with a correction term, it may be assumed 
that the variations of the source strength over the channel length intro-
duced a higher order error that was not taken into account. 
Assumption (b) is felt to be l egitimate, for while the detector 
has a finite dead time, the maximum count-rate is so small (10- 2 
counts p13r channel) that it is not expected to affect in a sensible way 
the overall correction. 
Some remarks on the probability distribution functions in decay 
processes are given in Appendix A3. 
V. 3. The fundamental decay mode analysis. 
We feel that one of the critical points of every pulsed neutron 
experiment lies in a proper selectioh of the portion of the decay data 
to be analyzed. Assuming that a proper numerical analysis method and 
a correct count loss es correction scheme are available, it is frequent 
to find more than 5% variation in the cl.etermination of the fundamental 
decay mode.. This uncertainty lies in the selection of the part of data 
to be analyzed. Thus, given a set of data, the critical questions are: 
Where should the analysis start? (i. e. with respect to the 
end of the burst). 
Where should the analysis end? 
It turns out that SO!.t::. .o: of th2 discrepancie s between 
published resu~ts may be attributed to the diiforent individual answers 
given by each author. It is difficult '.o _derive a."l CO% effe-ctive criterion 
to recognize "best f~rs" f<'-..· ;,;r,me c-i these criteria may l ead to conta -
dietary answers. 
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We first selected a basic amount of data as follows: 
All our experiments were performed with 256 (8 \.sec:.) 
channels and no delay time. As decay goes on, we selected data 
starting at the first channel containing less than 105 counts. The ex-
pe riments were carried long enough and in such a way that this channel 
number lies between 30 and 40, providing an approximate waiting time 
of 190 to 270 r sec for a pulse width of 50 r sec. Then, all the data were 
taken up to channel 256. 
This usually provided a decay over 5 decades and 100 channels, 
leaving approximately 100 .channels of background. This background 
measurement, besides providing an accurate estimation of the back-
ground level (of very little interest), was essentially used to check 
that no slowing decaying or increasing component of small amplitude 
was present, such as accelerator generated background. 
Fig. (V. 3. a) is a typical example of such data for a.= O. 508. 
These basic data were then numerically least- squares fitted to one 
decaying component and a constant background (A.= 0) of unknown ampli-
tude. The starting· channel was changed by steps of 5, and the end 
channel was adjusted over the background range. In this way, we 
analyzed different portions of the basic data, keeping track of A, cr(A. ), 
and the variance of the fit (VAR). From many experiments, we ob-
served: 
a) The selection of the end point is of no significant 
importance: 
Fig. (V. 3. b} shows the change in A and VAR when the 
~ .· 
end channel was reduced by steps of 5 over the background range. As 
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can be seen, this change never exceeded 0. 15% for A. , which is quite 
reasonable. Including more background data does not affect A., but 
improves the accuracy in the background level, in which we are not 
interested. However, since there is no disadvantage in including very 
much background data, we did so in all the analysis, i.e. included all 
the background data. 
b) The selection of the starting point is very important. 
As can be seen in Fig. (V. 3. a), it takes a 
relatively long time for the fundamental mode to be truly established, 
i.e. for the background corrected decay curve (on semi-log plot) to be 
a true straight line, with statistical fluctuations evenly scattered as 
time goes on. Fig. (V. 3. a) shows also the effect of the count-loss 
correction factor. However, this "straightening" of the curve is in-
sufficient to provide a real straight line all over the decay curve. 
Thus, we believe strongly in the need for a complete detailed 
picture of the decay process from the end of the burst down to the 
background level. We believe it is also important to gather sufficient 
information on the background itself (i.e. at least 50 channels) in order 
to make sure that it is reached and does not vary slowly because of 
backscattering or improper shut off of the beam of the accelerator. 
This calls for a truly multichannel analyzer with at least 100 channels. 
If these conditions are not met, the experimenter using a simplified 
analy:.::er (as :hose with 20 channels) will analyz e an jncomplete portion 
of the decay, a:i.d thP.refore be unable to decide whether the fundamental 
mode h?. f: -been reached or not. (For instance, one could be tempted to 
::inal~· z c: the first 3 decades of the typical decay shown in Fig. {V. 3. a), 
I") 
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and would derive a wrong result.) 
Assuming that we have the necessary detailed picture of the 
decay process, it is then necessary to select the proper starting point 
where the fundamental mode is believed to be reached. The best way 
to do it is to perform many anal ysis by varying the starting point, and 
keep track of)., cr(A.) and the variance of fit (VAR). When the funda-
mental mode is reached, ~- should not vary whatever posterior portion 
of the data is analyzed. 
Fig. (V. 3. c) shows how \_.and VAR change when this method 
was applied to data in Fig. (V. 3. a). If the analysis is begun too soon, 
A. is underestimated, and the weighted variance of the fit relatively 
large. When the beginning of the analysis is delayed more and more 
A. increases while the closeness of fit improves (i.e. the weighted 
variance of the fit decreases). Ultimately, \ reaches an equilibr"ium 
level from which it does not change. From there, we can say that the 
fundamental mode has been reached. The variance of fit has also iin-: 
proved by reaching a minimum. 
This behavior allows us to select the ''best fit 11 , i.e. the one 
leading to a minimum variance when the fundamental mode has been 
reached. From Fig. (V . 3. c), it can be seen that the fundamental mode 
was reached at about channel 84, i.e. 620 ~ sec after the end of the 
burst. The calcul ated decay curve has been plotted on Fig. (V. 3. a), 
and shows that the statistical varia ~:ons a r~ evenly distributed along it. 
Fig. (V. 3. c ) also shows that, after tli.e fundamental mode has 
been reached, the decay constant ma,- suffer sorr..e fluctuations (in this 
part icular case, it d"':"•)ppPJ). Thie; r ·1ay occur when the starting 
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channel is so delayed that only a very small portion of the end of the 
decay is analyzed against a long tail of background. These random 
fluctuations should be charged to poor statistics, since they result 
from analysis covering less than 1 decade, on counts subject to rela-
. tively large statistical fluctuations. This is why the best fit is often 
chosen as the first occurring after reaching of the fundamental mode. 
In all our experiments, such an analysis was performed. Data 
vvere analyzed using 13 to 15 starting points, depending how fast the 
decay was. The last starting point was fixed by the fact that the re-
maining data should cover one decade at least (from 300 to 30 counts 
for instance). The average time required to reach the fundamental 
mode was of the order of 600 rsec, and often more. 
From the rt;!, th~ "best fit" was chosen according to the follow-
ing criteria: 
- The fundamental mode has been reached (i.e. le does not 
change appreciably as the starting point is more delayed) 
- The variance of the fit is minimum 
- The standard deviation o ( A) is the smallest available . 
The two first criteria were weighted equally and were given 
priority to · select the proper decay constant. If these were insufficient 
to ch~ose from the different potentially eligible , A , then the last 
criterion was applied to make the final decision. 
In the case given in Fig. (V. 3. c), the situation happened to be 
ideal, i.e. the different criteria led to compatible answers. There 
were cases when the choice was not so clear, and a careful weighting 
~ .· 
of these factors had.to be made. Most of the time, the reaching of 
---·--------· 
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the fundamental mode criterion was given final priority. 
From all the experiments, it appears that A could be deter-
mined within 0. 7% for 10 out of 16 cases, and the overall accuracy is 
of the order of 1 %. 
.-94-
VI RESULTS 
VI. 1. Experimental results: 
Table VI. 1 shows the experimental results obtained for different 
values of the poisoning parameter a . These exp e rimental r e sults were 
derived in the following conditions: 
a) D e termination of a: The poisoning factor a was taken 
"a priori" according to section III. 3. 
b) D ete rminaticn of A : The fundamental mode decay constant 
· was chosen according to the numerical analysis described · 
. in Chapter 5. The "best fit" was chosen by optimizing the 
following criteria: 
Variance of the fit 
- . Behavior of A v e rsus the portion of data to be · 
analyzed 
Good statistical distribution of the deviations 
between calculated and experimental curve. 
The appar ent numerical accuracy o f these results is purely fictitious, 
and should be attributed to the data processing method. 
c) Determination of the standard deviation a (.A ): 
This result is generated by the Frantic code, and gives 
only an evaluation of how well the calculated curve fits the data when 
statistical weights are used. Thus, this standard deviation des-::::-ibes 
how much confidence should be put in the fit. We believe that the 
standard deviation associated with the expe riment and the fit shoul<l 
be taken larger than a given in Table VI. 1. 
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TABLE VI. 1 
Least- square fit: 
2 A. = 4792 + 34, 800 B eff. 
E xperimental a (:\) Calculated Calculated 
a -1 A. (sec ) -1 (sec ) -1 A. (sec ) B 2 (cm- 2 ) 
0 8824. 83 8873. 0.11726 
0.509 9903. 64 9845 0. 14519 
1. 018 10256 141 10395 o. 16100 
' 
1.527 10613 76 10740 0 . 17091 
2.036 10900 126 10971 0. 1 7756 
2.545 11333 134 11136 o. 18230 
3.054 11188 130 11268 0. 18608 
3.562 11437 46 11372 0. 18908 
4.071 11559 77 11458 0. 1<j154 
4.580 11585 59 11530 0. 19362 
5.089 11571 38 11592 o. 19540 
5.598 11620 63 11646 o. 19695 
6.107 11691 113 11689 o. 19819 
6.616 11826 71 11734 0. 19948 
10.178 11850 47 11942 0.20546 
16.285 12151 97 12135 0. 21101 
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In Table VI. 1, an experimental v alue has been omitted: 
a.= 7. 125 \ = 11488 -1 sec -1 a= 84. 33 sec . This value falls so 
much under the general curve that its deviation can be explained only 
by an experimental inconsistency. We believe that, in this case , the 
relatively large amount of boric acid was not fully dissolved in the 
water. As a consequence, the boron concentration suffered a large 
error. 
This value was not considered in the data evaluation. 
VI. 2. The data evaluation. 
We first plot \ versus a., and expect to find a curve similar to 
those obtained using a priori values for L v, D and C taken in the 
a o 
literature . This appears to be the case, and we can estimate roughly 
the experimental scattering of points to be within 1 % of the A value . 
However, we would like to have a better estimation of the-good-
nes s of data, i.e. we would like to find the b est parameters L v and 
a 
D which , when used to generate the \ versus a. curve according to the 
0 ' . 
analysis given in Section II.5.2, minimize the quantity: 
where 
n = number of data points 
y. = experimental value of \ l 
a. = l 
standard deviation associated w ith Y. 
1 
Y· = calculated value of\ l 
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Here, the a. 1 s enter as weighting factors. Thus, their absolute 
. l 
value is not of primary importance; it is rather their relative ampli-
tude which counts. This relative amplitude is given by the Frantic 
Code, and tabulated in Table VI. 1. 
The general accuracy of the results leads us to believe that the 
introduction of an unknown cooling factor C in the fit is purely artiffcial, 
since this correction term is of the same order that the experimental 
error (i.e. ~ 100 sec - l }. We will attempt a two parameter fit, and 
write 
Lav = A 0 
n = Al 0 
:A. = y 
For a given amount of boric acid added, the p o isoning factor a. depends 
on the ratio of the absorption cross sections of water and boric acid. 
If (La v)H
2
0 is allowed to vary in the fit, a. will vary 
ever, since ( La)H
2
0 is not expected to vary in large 
accordingly. How-
proportions in the 
( La)H 0 
course of the fit, we take as constant reference the ratio 2 
( La)BO H 
3 3 
rather than ( ~ ) L a B03H 3 alone. Thus, a. is taken constant a priori. 
VI. 2. 1. Two parameter fit without the introduction of the cooling 
factor: 
We attempt the following fit 
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2 
where B d enotes th e effective buckling as calculated in Section 
II. 4 . 2 . 3 . Because B2 = w! E~FAM;A-iF+E_:!!_FO+ E~F1 2b 2.c. 
is N OT linear in A
0 
and A 1 , we cannot make a unique least - squar es 
analysis as in the c ase of pol ynomial fitting . 
have 
We chose to perform an iterative least squar e analys is as follows : 
a ) We give first gue sses for A and A 1 d e noted by A (o) and 0 0 
A (o) and 
1 ' compute B
2 {a , A~M F I Ai0 )) w hich i s then known and denoted 
2 
byB(o)(a ). It i s then trivial to make a l east square analysis of the 
experi mental data i n the for m 
This l east- square analys is l eads t o an improved set of coeffi cients 
A2) and Ail)' and a g i ven u~l FD This is known as an iteration. 
· b) Th · d 1 A
0
(l) and A
1
{l) es e improve v a ues 
into B 2 {a, A~lFD Ail)) l eading to a n ew Bf1 )(a). 
is pe rformed with 
are then substituted 
A polynomial fitti ng 
leading to new improved values A (2 ) 
. 0 
and A (2 ) of the co e fficients, 1 
together with a new improved X ~O FD · 
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c) The iterative process is continued (i.e. put A~O F and Ai2 ) in 
2 d . B 2 . f" d . d A (3 ) A (3 ) V 2 d ) · 1 b h B , e r1ve (2 ) , in improve 0 , 1 , A (3 ) an so on unti ot 
(i) (i) x2 . . -6 A
0 
, A 1 and (i) do not vary by more than 10 from one iteration to 
another. Then, convergence is achieved. 
Theoretically, this process offer s no guarantee of convergence 
and stability. We cannot influence any of them, for they are contained 
in the non-linear function B 2 of a,, A
0
, A 1 . However, one can get a 
crude ide a of the convergence feasibility by l ooking at the dependence 
2 Ao 2 
of A. and B v s A
0 
and A 1 . When Al decreases, B decreases (see 
Fig. III. 2. 2. b) while A. increases (Fig. III. 2. 2. a). This reverse 
effect is believed to provide the necessary converge nce and stability. 
Numerical calculations were performed on the IBM 7090- 7094, 
and led to the following results: 
· . Number of iterations needed to satisfy the convergence criterion = 6. 
A 
0 = 
L;_v -1 = 4 792 (±150) sec 
2 -1 A 1 = D = 34, 800 (±800) cm sec I'\ 0 
v 2 __ "\""" (y·. -Yi. )1 
.A i---~-- = 18. 22 for 16 points. 
~ 0-C 2. 
The values given in parentheses give estimates of the standard devia-
tion of the parameters as comput e d from the l east-squares analysis. 
They are relatively large. This is due mainly to the rather small 
range of buckling values available, rather than to the over all accuracy 
of the experimental results (in which o EAF~ 100 sec - l ). 
Dividing X2 by the number of degrees of freedom = Numbc.r of 
points - number of unknowrn pararneters = 14 
leads to a variance of fit 
VAR= 'f.._
2 
= 
NF 1. 30 which is reasonable. 
-IOO-
We w ere theref o re a ble to r ep r e s e nt our experimental data in the best 
ana lytical form. 
(VI. 2. 1) 
Fig. (VI. 2 . a) and (VI. 2. b) sh ow;\ (a ) and;\ (B 2 ) as d etermined experi-
mentally and fitte d by formula {VI. 2 . 1 ) . Local value s a s calculate d are 
given in table (VI. 1 ). We can see tha t the agreement is ve ry good 
between the experiment and the ide ali z ed curve. 
It is of interes t to com pare this t wo parameter fit w ith v alue s 
given fo r water in literature . W e found 
;.v=4792 (±150) -1 sec 
2 - 1 D = 34 , 800 (±800) cm sec 
0 
- 1 It :ls clear that the v alue Z:. v = 4792 sec - agrees pretty well w ith the 
a 
- 1 -
value found by Kuchle ( L v = 4785 sec - ) and B eckurt s ( L v = 4782 
a a 
-1 
sec ). 
On t h e o ther hand, D is consistently underestimated. This is 
0 
because , in first approxi mation, we did not take i nto account the cool-
ing factor C. There fore, w hen fitting a parabol a with a straight-line 
as we did, we had to reduce the slope cor r espo nding to B 2 = 0. 
However, the result on D can b e improved b y the foll::>w ing 
0 
first order approximat ion: 
Suppose we write 
Since the range of buckling is very small (fron: 0.12 to 0 . 2 1 cm- 2), it 
can be expected that (D - CB2 ) will nK> ~ vary appreciably over this 
0 
range . We may then :~ke ~he I·~oliie factor C a priori as given in the 
12 
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literature, and identify 
") I· v and (D - CB~F with A a.nd A 1 respective-a o o 
ly. 
a) 
b) 
4 -1 C = 4200 cm sec (Kuchle) 
(D
0 
CB2 ) = A 1 = 34, 800 
B 2 -2 = O. 12 cm -
B 2 = 0.21 -2 cm 
-
to be compared with 
D 
D 
D 
35,300 = 0 
35,680 ::: 
0 
35,270 = 0 
by Kuchle 
c = 3420 4 -1 cm sec (Beckurts) 
B2 0.12 -2 = cm 
-
D 35,210 ::: 
0 
B2 0.21 -2 = cm D 35,500 ::: 0 -
D 35,760 ::: 
0 
to be compared with 
2 
cm 
2 
cm 
2 
cm 
2 
cm 
2 
cm 
2 
cm 
by Beckurts 
These values are well within 1% of the published values. 
-1 
sec 
-1 
sec 
-1 given sec 
-1 
sec 
-1 
sec 
-1 given sec 
VI. 2. 2. Two-parameter fit with introduction of the cooling 
factor: 
In order to get a better estimate of the effect of 
a given cooling factor C (taken from the literature, and held constant) 
introduced in a two -parameters fit, least-squares analysis of experi-
mental data was performed using the iterative procedure introduced 
earlier. 4 Given C, the problem is then to fit the quantity y = ;\+CB 
2 into the form A
0 
+ A 1 B , where A 0 and A 1 are unknown. 
The iterative process is the foll~wing: 
. Give first estimates A~oF , A~oF 
2 2 (o) (o) Compute B(o) as B (a., A
0 
, A 1 ) 
Fit / 0 ) = A (expe rimental ) 
Extract A ~lF :~nd Ai 1) . 
- lf1 1-
4 . (1) (1) 2 
+CB (o)mtoA 0 +A 1 B(of 
R . 1 h . A(l) 'J (l) . B 2 ( A(l) . eset, i.e. p ug t ~ new c. s timates 
0 
an.__, ' l into a,, 
0 
' · 
2 
= B (l) and continue along the same line. 
·x2 When , A
0 
and A 1 reach a stable value, convergence is 
achieved. 
Table VI. 2. 2 shows the r esults obtained by this method, using 
s e lected values of C taken from lite rature . 
Table VI. 2. 2. 
REFERENCE DAT A LEAST-SQUARE FIT 
OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Author ~v D Common C I;_v D 
x2 
-1 2 ° -1 4 -1 - 1 2 ° -1 (sec ) cm sec cm sec (sec ) (cm sec ) 
0 4792 (±150) 34,800 (±800) 18.22 
Beckurts 4782 35760 3420 4722 (±150) 35, 972 (:1:800) 19.04 
(±15) (±80) (±170) (-1.25% ) (+O. 60% ) 
Kuchle 4785 35270 4200 4710 (±150) 36, 207 (±800) 19.24 
(±700) (±800 ) (- 1.55%) (+2 . 65%) 
Lopez 4768 36762 5116 4698 (±150) 36, 488 (±800 ) 19. 59 
and (±400) (±780) (-1. 45%) (+2. 0%) 
IBeyster 
Refer ence data: See Table III. 2. Values in parentheses give published 
error estimates on the parameters. 
Experimental data: Values in parentheses give standard deviations and 
deviations (in %) of the least- squares fitted para-
meters from published corresponding parameters . 
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As could have been expected, the introduction of a fixed cooling 
factor in the fitting of our given experimental data had the following 
effects: 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
Increase 'D as C increases 
0 
Decrease Z:. v as C increases 
a 
Increase x 2 as· C increases: This is because the experiment-
al data do not exhibit a "cooling" component, i.e. a flattening of the 
2 B2. A. vs B curve as increases. On the contrary, it would rather show 
the inverse effect on the rather small range of buckling which was in-
vestigated. This contradiction should probably be charged to experi-
mental errors. 
Table VI. 2. 2 also shows that except in the fitting without cooling 
factor, L vis underestimated (-1. 5% at worse) while D · is over-
a o 
estimated (+2. 65% maxi). 
Again, it is likely that no physical reason is responsible for 
that, but rather the lack of experimental data on a wider range of 
buckling. 
We are inclined to think that, considering the extent of the 
approximations which were made and the many factors entering in the 
experiment, such results, which are purely indicative of the goodness 
of the method, are reasonably good and consistent. In particular, it 
is worth pointing out that the range of available bucklings (0. 12 to . 21 
cm -
2 ) is very small compared with the much larger ranges over which 
absorption and diffusion parameters are usually determined (....., 0 up to 
-2 O. 8 cm , i.e. 8 times more). 
-J06-
VI. 3. fnterpreta~ion of thf, experimental results. 
So far, it can be said that the overall experimental results are 
in good agreement tfl~Ch th,::rnetical prediit~:D!"lp based On a simple 
diffusion model. Our data evaluation consisted of two steps, which ar e 
closely related: 
a) Set up a theoretical model, derive predictions using pre-
viously published data on absorption and diffusion properties of water, 
and compare the results of the exper iment with these predictions: The 
maximum deviation which was observed was of the order of 2% on A., 
and is believed to be a reasonable 01·der of accuracy for such an expe ri-
ment. (In fact, most experimental points li e within 1 % of the announced 
values.) 
b) Starting from the experimental data, assume a priori that 
they follow the diffusion model, and derive the "bes t 11 absorption and 
diffusion parameters which should be "plugged in" the model to des-
cribe them. It was shown that this analysis led to values of ~ v and 
D quite close to those given in reference (within a tolerance of 1 to Zo/o) . 
. o 
This leads to more confidence that the theory itself matches the 
experimental results. 
However, it should be remembered that the primary purpose of 
this work is not to determine neutron properties for water, but to check 
a theoretical model. This method is believed to be undesirable for the 
determination of absorption or diffusion properties, since the range of 
available bucklings is limited, and the results require a rather com-
plicated mathematical scheme for the analysis. 
-1MT~ 
VII CONCLUSION 
B efore summarizing the e valuation of results, we feel that it 
is of value to point out several remarks concerning pulsed neutron 
ence of this work: 
It appears that the pulsed neutron technique, when us e d with 
appropriate care, is able to provide valuable and reliable information. 
To do so, we believe that the following conditions must be met: 
1. The experimental set-up: 
a) The neutron source should be strong and should provide 
adequate flexibility for proper selection of pulse width and repetition 
rate . In particular, it should not produce unwanted background w hen 
the beam is turned off: This can b e accomplished by pulsing the extrac-
tion voltage of the ion source together with the beam deflecting plates. 
b) The detector set must be able to handle high count rate s 
occurring during the pulse, i.e. have a nearly constant efficiency 
regardless of the count rate. Its dead time should be k e pt as small as 
possible, in particular when small channel widths are used. 
· c) The analyze r should have enough channels to c ove r all the 
time history of a pulse. It is recommended to gather information on 
the backg round its e lf in orde r to make sure that it has been reac h e d 
and that no significant backscatte ring effects take place. 
2. The decay analysis: 
The s e lection of the portion of data to be analyzed (corre spond-
~ . 
ing to the reaching of the fundame ntal mode) is an extreme ly critic at 
- --- ••. --- · ----·----- - - ----····--- --~ 1 - ,--
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factor and calls for an adequate data processing facility. Care should 
be taken in the count-loss correction scheme and in the use of a numeri-
cal code for experimental decay analysis. We believe that the data 
interpretation is one of the most important points of the pulsed neutron 
technique. Th.ere.t'ere, it i8 absolutely fl.eeessary t6 de.tine a consistent 
and reliable method for data analysis, in order to get comparable and 
consistent results. Under these ~onditionsI and assuming that the raw 
data are of good quality the fundamental decay constant can be deter-
mined within O. 5%. 
As far as the diffusion model is concerned, we believe that its 
use is valid under the present circumstances, i.e. when the absorption 
properties . only are changed. The experimental results agree fairly 
well with the predictions of our model within experimental errors. 
When fitted into the form predicted by diffusion theory, the measure-
ments lead to 
I;_v 
D 
0 
C (given) 
= 4721 -1 sec (±150) 
2 -1 0 
= 35972 cm sec (±800 for water at 21 C 
-=3420cm4 sec-l 
which, when compared to published data, reinforce the confidence in 
the adequacy of the theoretical model. 
We believe that the accuracy of our measurements could be im-
proved by further refinements in the evaluation of the poisoning factor 
and, eventually, by a two components decay analysis. 
The validity of diffusion theory in the actual experiment is not 
surprising since we changed essentially the absorption properties 
without altering the diffusion ones. 1 ' . In addition, a - dependence of -the 
v 
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absorption cross-sections d-:>es not affe ct the energy spectrum, allow -
ing us to assurr_e with r e ason a unique energy spectrum for the whole 
assembly. The diffud o n the,)'Y underlying a::.sumptions have not been · 
violate d; this explains the agreement between the experiment and the 
theory. 
Possible extensions of this inve stigation would b e to introduce 
a change in the scattering properties of the two media (for instance: 
water against hydrocarbon). Such a situation is more difficult, be-
cause one cannot assume identical energy spectra in both media. More -
over, it is doubtful that the space-energy separability condition would 
be valid, b ecause the interfac e condition asks for identical spectra 
while the inte rior conditions requir es different spectra . T o treat 
this case, it will be useful to refer to the work of R. C. Erdmann 
mentioned earlier to evaluate the qualitative e ffects of scattering and 
absorption heterogeneities. 
VIII APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX A 1. THE FRANTIC CODE 
This code pr0ces ses raw counting data and fit to these data, by 
the least-squares t e chniques, -=quations for multiple exponential growth 
and decay. 
If one forc es a set of data to a.::sume the form 
N 
F(t) = L AJ.e -A.j \ the problem is then to d etermine the optimum Aj' s 
j=l 
and A. j _~s minimizing the "variance of the fit" 
N k 
sAo~ k~ [ W. [y.- L A.e-A./i1 2 
i=l 1 1 j=l J 
where 
k = number of components 
N = number of data points 
NF = number of d egre e s of freedom = N - number of unknow n 
parameters 
y. =data to be analyzed 
1 
W. = weighting factors 
1 
A., A_. =unknown parameters 
J J 
. Several options are available to compute W . . As customary 
1 
in least- squares methods involving data obeying nuclear statistics, 
we chose the option calculating the weight according to 1 w =~ i y1 
. One or more parameters can be h eld constant in the course 
of the analysis. In particular, a constant background of unknown 
strength is entered with A. = 0 . 
. The signs of parameters may be held constant. 
In order for a least-squares analysis to be applicable, there 
must exist a s•::t oi simultaneous equations which are linear in the 
parameters which ar c~ to be .2.P.termined. The number of equations in 
the set must b e at least as large as the number of unknown parameters. 
When these conditions are met, a unique solution exists and the values 
of the parameters can be determined by a Unique Least-Squares 
Analysis. 
For instance, in trying to fit experimental data into the form 
~ - t- t F(t) = L A.e j , the resulting equations are linear in A. 's while 
j= l J J 
they are not linear with r e spect to the decay constants Aj 1 s. There-
fore, the least- squares method is NOT directly applicable to the 
determination of the /...' s, and there may exist a series of minima in 
the variance of fit. 
In order to use the least-squares method, the equations must 
be made linear. One method of linearization consists of expanding each 
expression in a first-order Taylor series about the point defined by 
previous estimates of the parameters. Keeping only first order terms 
provid.es a set of simultaneous equations which are linear in the first 
power of the 6 terms (i.e. differences between the estimates of the 
parame t ers and the actual values), but not necessarily linear in the 
original parameters themselves . H owever, this set of equations can 
be least,...:.-quares analyzed and leads to a unique solution for the incre-
ments 6 for which the previous estimate s must be corrected in order 
to minimize the variance. 
Of course, since al.i higher-order t e rms of t he Taylor expansion 
are neglected ·.:: ne cannot expect to find immediately the correct [}, t e rms 
which will lead to the nest /, · s . It is nee es sa:r. y to repeat the process 
many times until some convergence criterion is met. This proc e ss is 
know n as an Iterativ e L east-Squares Analysis. 
In the Frantic Code, original estimates can be supplied as 
initial data, or calculated by the code itself (Subroutine GUESS). Then, 
the Code begins the iteration process, and keeps track of the evolution 
of the variance o f the fit VAR. The conve rge nce criterion is that the 
-6 
variance VAR should n o t vary by more than 10 from its previous 
value. Then, result s of the last iteration are printed, t ogeth e r with 
statistical data suc h as x 2 , an histogram of the durations b etween cal-
culated and experimental data, standard deviations on the parameters, 
etc. 
The C ode is able to accommodate 400 data points with a maxi-
mum of 10 components. 
Note: Statistical wei ghts. 
with 
In the code , we u se th e following local weight: 
1 
wi = - 2-
cri 
2 
a (C). 
1 
=(Fi )
2 
uncertainty in count rate (C . =number of counts DT . i 
1 
DT. = counting time ) 
1 
uncertainty in background B 
o
2 (bd) . 
1 
'2 
o (DT) . 
1 
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fr om uncertainty in dead time factor a ( 0 d) 
frorri unce rtainty in col.lntLi.g interval. 
-Interpreta.+.ion of the r esults . 
. The goodness of fit: 
The goodness of fit is describ ed mainly by the calculated 
values of the weighted variance of fit (VAR) and x2 . The variance of 
fit is the s um of th e weighted squares of the r esiduals divided by the 
degr ees of freedom, where each weighted r esidual is expressed in 
units of its individual a. The a values include uncertainty in the ob-
served count-rate, backg round, dead-time, and counting inte rval (see 
above ). 
The value of (VAR) is also the square of the standard deviation 
of the distribution of r esiduals about zero (i. e . describe the standard 
deviation of the plotted histogram of deviations). Therefore, for data 
having only statistical deviations, the expectation value of VAR is 
unity, and the Zo l evel of confidence (i.e. value where an identical 
measureme nt has 97. 73% chance of having a smaller VAR) is app r oxi -
mately (1 + 3/ JDF) . 
In m ost expe riments, the variance was f ound to lie around unity. 
Chi-square (X2 ) is similar to VAR except that the sum of the 
weighted squares of residuals is not divided by DF , and the weighting 
factors include only uncertainty in the calculated count rates (not 
obs e rved count-rates). In our experiments, background (i. e . constant 
amount to be subtracted from the initial data) was taken equal to ze ro, 
since it w as to be directl y d e t e rmined, and unce r tainty i n dead time and 
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counting interval was set equal to zero. Therefore, one should expect 
to find VAR x DF.:::: x2 , which was the case. 
How well does the calculated curv~ compare with the data? 
At first, one may look at the printed histogram of the 
residuals which should be Gaussian with standard deviation equal to 
VAR. This gives an over all picture of how the deviations between the 
data and the calculated curve are statistically distributed. 
However, it is the detailed study of the residuals as they appear 
in the time sequence which indicates how well the calculated curve fits 
the data. There should be statistical variations in the · signs of the 
residuals, i. e. , alternate positive and negative values with no long 
series of residuals having the same sign. In our experiments, it was 
clear that if we made a one decaying component +background analysis 
of data too early after the end of the bur st, some higher decaying com-
ponents were present, and the residuals would show a long sequence of 
signs followed by + signs. 
Ultimately, one can make a statistical analysis of the residuals 
versus time, and derive a randomness estimate of this distribution. 
There have been numerous codes based on this iterative 
scheme. For reference, we mention: 
A Fortran II Program for Analysis of radioactive decay 
curves. John L. Need and T. E. Fessler, NASA TN D-1453 (1962). 
Frenic code. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
G. R. Keepin, T. F. Winnett, and R. K. Zeigler, 
J. Nuclear bnergy~· 1 (1957). 
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APPENDIX AZ. DERIVATION OF THE DEAD-TIME CORRECTION 
FORMULA FOR THE CNl 10 ANALYZER AND 
MODEL 211 ild~C UNIT 
1. Description of operation: 
The CN 110 Analyzer equipped with the Model 211 Logic Unit 
is a 256 channels analyzer with channel widths varying betwe e n 0. 25 
µsec and 64 µsec (0. 25 - O. 5 - 1 - 2 - 4 - 8 - 16 - 32 - 64 micro-
seconds). 
The analyzer has a basic dead-time of 16 µsec for recording of 
a count in the memory cells - While most analyze rs can store a count 
in the proper channel right after the end of their inoperative period, 
the Model 211 operates in a quite different way: The channels are 
adja,cent, and gated. To be able to record counts, a given channel 
must have its gate open (GA TE .= 1 ). 
A gate is open if the address system activated it. In gene ral, 
the advance (increment) of the address is a number of channels equal 
to 16 µsec divided by the channel length. This gives advances from 
1 to 64 channels and allows more than one event per address cycle 
to be stored (if the channel length is larger than 16 µsec}. In case of 
a channel length less or equal to 16 µsec, and after one count has been 
recorded, the address of the next open channel ready to record a count 
is changed and defined as the closest one after elapse of the basic dead-
ti me ( 1 6 µ sec ) . 
Hence, it is the recording of a count which triggers the change 
of address. A typical sequence goes as follows: 
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- Channel length - 1 ::;; 16 µsec. 
- A count is recorded at /:; t after the beginning of a channel. It is 
store u :::: the proper channel. 
- The address of the n ext activated channel is changed to 16 +l - /':, t = 
beginning of the next channel able to record a count. 
It appears that the unit has a variable d ead-time = 16 + 1-t:,t 
which depends on the time 6t of apparition of the address trigge ring 
· count. Since the appearance of a count changes the addres ::' to the next 
available channel, it follows that the analyzer can record a maximum 
of ONE count only per channel and per cycle in the case. where 
1 ~ 16 µsec. If a basic cycle (i.e. a burst and decay for a puls e d 
neutron experiment) is repeated N times, and the recorded counts of 
a given channel added at each time, the maximum total number of 
recorded counts is N (ONE per cycle). It must be realized that the 
output of a given channel is a non- linear process: It is a 0 or 1 event. 
2. Statistic.al analysis: 
2. 1. Statistical distribution of incoming counts. 
It is assumed, at first, that the incoming count-rate d oes 
not vary appreciably during a length of time equal to the channe l l ength 
1.. Therefore, it is a reas onable assumption to assume, becaus e of the 
physical process involved , a Pois son distribution for incoming counts 
associated with a given channel i. We define 
N = Number of experiments 
C. = Total expected number of incoming counts a ssociated w ith 
1 
channel i for N experiments 
C 1 • = Total number of recorde d counts in channel i. 
l 
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A general P ois son fl.istribution describing of p r obability of 
arrival of k cc• .. mt~· i.n a length of time t is 
p (k, t) = 
It the experim e nt is repeated a large numbe r of times, the expected 
value o f th e Poi sson variabl e is A_. t. 
1 
For our particular case, t = 1 = channel length. Since the counts 
.are equally distributed ov er the N trials, we can set the a verage to 
c. 
1 
= A_ . t N i 
The refore, we have Ci ( ~F k 
Pi (k, 1) = e N k! 
= Probability of having k 
c . 
P. (o, l)= 
1 
1 
eN 
incoming counts i n channel i 
= Probability of NO incoming count in channel i. 
c . 
- 1 
1 - Pi(o ,l) = 1 - e N 
= Probability of one or mor e i ncoming counts 
appearing in channel i. 
2. 2. Statistical distribution of recorde d counts. 
The probability of RECORDING ONE count (and one o n ly ) m 
channe l i is governed by tw o inde p e ndent events : 
. The gat e of channel i is OPEN ( G. = 1) 
1 
. O ne or more counts appe ar in chann el i . 
T herefore 
- ,_ ]8. 
P 1 • = P r. obatility of cecording 1 count in channel i 
1 
= pi (Gi = 1 . Gate is open) x (Probability that l or 1nore 
counts 2"['.-pear K~:-> channel i) 
=pi (Gi = 1). ll -2. (o, l)} 
P'. = p. (G. = 1) (1 - e - N1 ) 
1 l 1 
If the experiment is r e peated N times, the expe cted value of the total 
number of r ecorded c ounts is 
c. 
C ' . = NP ' . = N p . ( G. = 1 ) ( 1 - e - N1 ) 
l l l l 
The gate G. will be open if, and only if no count has been RECORDED 
l 
in the prece di_ng channels which span a length of time of 16 µs e c before 
beginning of channel i. Two situations arise: 
2.2.1. Channel length less or e qual to th e basic dead-time . 
1 ~ 16 µsec 
The nature o f the channel lengths make s them a rational fraction of the 
dead time. 
16 A number n = -1 channels span the 16 µ sec basic d ead time. 
A total numbe r Jtl 
J =1-n 
experiments . 
C'. of counts has been r e corded during N 
J 
-11.9 · 
Since the total time spanning of these channels is 16 µsec, the 
total possible riurr1.ber of: counts they could have recorded is N (1 at a 
time). Each time th•"!)' recv·ded a count, Li.11.- gate for channel i w as 
closed . 
i-1 
C' . 
J 
= Number of times the gate of i was closed 
i-n 
N = Total numbe r of experiments 
i-1 
N -[_ C'j =Number of times the gate of i was open 
i-n 
i-1 
N -L C'j 
i-n --~k---= Probability that the gate of i is open 
i-1 
N- LC'. 
i-n J 
pi (Gi = l) = N 
Therefore, we have 
c'. 
1 
i-1 
= (N-L C' . ) 
i-n J 
Solving for C., we get 
1 
c.) 
- 1 
- e N 
(2. 2. 1. 1) 
C
1
. = -N Log [ 1 - C'i ] 
N - ~ C'. 
i-n J 
-l ZO -
This formula is identical W:ith the one derived by W . R. ~KK1illsI J r., 
L . S . Allen, F. Selig and R . L. C adwell (z·n . 
c . 
ff ~ is small, we have N 
c . 
l 
- w 
1 - e 
c . 
l 
N ( 1 - ~F 
w i th c . ....., C' . , we get 
l - l 
Ci C . (1 - CZ'Ni) (1 -eN ) :::- r-lD ~ 
c . 
C ' i ,,......N 
1 -
,._, c. 
l 
C' . 
(1 l - ZN ) 
i-1 
[ (N - C ' . ) c . (1 = J l 
i-n 
C' . 
l (1 --) -ZN 
C' .. "\'" C '. iL J 
2N2 
is of higher order , and is not taken into account. 
C' .,..., C . 
l - l 
C . .....,c• . 
l - l 
l 1 
[1 
1 Ec~i + ~ c·j)) - N 
c· i "l ) r 1 
-+ +fn C'j - N 
i - 1 
LC'. 
i- n J 
N ) 
Thus, t h e cor r ection formula i s identical with the standard dead time 
c orrection formula, p r ovided that the ·.dead t ime i s t aken e qual to 
1 (16 + 2 1) µ sec . 
(Z9) Mills, A llen, Selig, <:::;adwell - Neutron and Gamma - Ray 
d ie - away in an hete r ogeneous syst em - Nuclear Applications Vol. 1 , 4 
(August 6 5) 
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2. 2. 2. Channel length l > 16 µsec. 
In this case, the unit acts as if the channel v.ere divided 
into an integer number n of "subchannels" of: length e· = 16 µsec 
t 
n = T6 
The process is the same: If a :count is recorded at f).t (6t <16) in the 
first subchannel, then the next available subchannel for recording 
begins at 16 + e' - f).t = 32 - f).t µsec. 
The indetermination arises as the distribution of the recorded 
counts in each subchannel is unknown. Only the total number of counts 
is known. In first approximation, w.e will assume that the recorded 
counts are equally distributed over the channel length, i.e. in each 
sub channel. 
If we have n subchannels in channel i, and C'. is the total 
1 
number of recorded counts in channel i, we define . the fraction 
C'. 
C' . . = --1 =Assumed number of recorded counts in the }h subchannel l,J n 
of channel i. 
The poisson distribution associated with a subchannel has 
C. . D l C. f 1 : t 1 ;\. . = -N change d into A· - = - -N . 
1 1 n n 
Then, C' . . = number of recorded counts in /h fraction of l,J . 
channel i is given according to (2. 2. 1. 1) 
c. 
1 
C '. . = ( 1 - e- n N ) (N C · ) 
- . . 1 l,J l,J-
For all subchannels 
n 
C '
1
. =) C' .. L i,J 
j=l 
with C' .. l,J 
C'. 
1 
=--
n 
j = 1, n 
C'. = C' i,o i-1,n 
~ .. 
(last fraction 
of previous 
channel) C'. l ~ 1-
n 
- ---·· --· •... - · - . ·-·-----·---------·- - - -
c. 
1 
= ( 1 - ~ nN} 
c. 
1 
C' . = (1 - nN - e 
1 
C . = - nN Log 
1 
E x a mple : 
e = 3 2 µsec 
n = 2 
n L (N -
j =l 
) (nN 
-122 -
C' .. l) 
1, J -
C'. 1 1- n - 1 
n 
- --
C ' . 
1 
n 
C ' . 1 1-
nN - - -
n 
n-1 
n 
C'. ) 
1 
C. = - 2N Log [ 1 - 1 C 
1 
i ] 
1 
2N--z (C \ _ 1+C\) 
Check for n = 1 
Ci = - N Log [ I C' . l N - ~y-1 identical w ith (2. 2. 1. 1) 
(2. 2 . 2 . 1) 
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APPENDIX A3. SOME REMARKS ON THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF COUNTS IN DECAY PHENOMENA 
These notes 'survey briefly some of the conclusions reached by 
A. Ruark and L. Devol (30) and their im.plications. 
W n (t 1 , t 2 ) = probability that n counts will appear in the interval 
(tl,t2). 
f (t) dt = Probability that a count will appear in dt around t after 
r 
r counts have appeared in (o, t). 
By analogy with a disintegration process, we call N the initial strength 
of the source at t = O. 
1) Constant source: 
If the diminution of the source during the experiment 
can be neglected, we have a Poisson distribution (known as Bateman 
( 1. 1) 
where f is the average number of counts(or disintegrations) per unit 
time. 
2) Decaying source: 
Bortkiewicz gave the formula for a decaying source. 
However, one tnay derive a general scheme leading to both formulas. 
Suppose we know a priori ft(t ). We derive a differential 
equation for W (o, t) 
n 
(30) A. Ruark and L. Devol - General theory of cluctuatiofg~ 
in Radioactive Disintegrations - Phys. Review 49 (1936). · 
- · -----· - ·-· ·-····-·--- - ··-·-- ·-··------~ y·· --- · ,- I f " I I 1 • o • • • • • • • • • k • 
dW 
n 
~ 
which gives: 
If f is a known function f(t) 
n 
-x x W (0, t) = e - 1 n n. 
- L2-4-· 
oft only t 
with x =j 
. 0 
In the cas e of a d ecaying source 
f (t)dt = (N - n) A. dt 
n 
and we get 
W (0, t) = CN (e A.t_l)n e-NA.t 
n n 
N! 
= 
n! (N-n)! 
(2. 1) 
n = 1, 2 ..• (2. 2) 
f(t) dt 
(2. 4) 
(2. 5) 
We may apply this result to a pulsed n eutron experiment , where the 
time scale is d i vide d into intervals (0, t), (t, 2t), ... t b e ing the channel 
length. 
In the jth channel, the probability of counting n particles is 
W n [ (j-1) t, jt] . For fixed values ofn and t, thes e probabilities 
depend only on the channel index j. 
It should be pointed out that thes e calculations assume that 
f (t), i.e. the decay constant A. is known. In the analysis of 
n 
experimental data, A. is un:Cc 1own but can be approximated locally, or 
over the entir·~ ra.'l(';e of data. 
For the case DFI~ a c o1."'tant source , Wt tnake 
N-> oo, A._, 0 while N /... = f remains finite (constant "ave rage"). Then, 
(2. 4) leads to the Poisson distribution (1. 1). 
3) Effect of detecto r efficiency with a detector of negligible 
recovery time . 
Assuming there is no detector-source space dependence , 
and that the d etector has effici ency g, Ruark and Devol showed that 
the probability of recording n counts in the i n t e rval (t1 , t 1 +t2 ) is: 
l l + ~AK t2 ( e A. t L 1) + (I - g) ( e A. t2 -1)1 
The mean number of counts in the interval T 2 is 
n=Ne-A.t1 (I - e-A.t2)g 
The mean square d eviation is 
--z 
n 
- 2 -A. tl -A.t2 (n) = Ne ( 1 - e ) g 
N-n 
The interesting fact about the distribution of recorded counts 
from such a detector is that when N-> ro with N;\_ remaining finite, we 
find a Pois s on distr ibution 
p n (T 2) = (N/...g t2)n e -k~g t2 
n. 
which m e ans that the limit Poisson approximation is unaffected by the 
efficiency of the d e t e ctor. 
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4) Effe ct of finit e recov ery time of the dete ctor. 
Ruark and Devol treated the case of a d e tector with 
idealized recovery time IS and a constant source such that the counte r 
receives f counts per second on the average. 
Let P (0, t) the probability that n counts o·ccur in the interval (0, t) . 
n 
(4. 1). Counter not clogged at t = O. 
p (0, t) = F (t) - F l (t) 
n n n-
F n (t) ~ e -fEt~nDd ) l l + f(t-n 'b) + •.. + [fE~~g )] n f 
for t ~ n~ 
Choosing a value of t between (s-1) 'b and sb gives 
n = sF 
s 
We check that, 
-ft P (0, t) = e 
n 
s-1 
-[ Fj 
j=O 
if 'G = 0 
(ft)n 
ll! Initial Pois son distri bution . 
(4. 1. 1) 
(4. 1. 2) 
(4. 1. 3) 
The question arises now in computing the first orde r e ffect of the 
dead- time?; over the distribution function P (0, t) and comparing t h e 
n 
average n with respect to the average ft of the incoming Poisson 
distribution. 
If t >> nt; , one may expect to find an average 
n ,..._, ft (1 - nZ) standard dead-time correction. 
·· - - -~· - ·· ··-·-·· ·· - ----- - -- - ----- · 
. If t ,...., (; , i.e. the measuring time is not very l arge with respect t o 
the d ead time , we just have to apply fo rmula_ (4. 1 . 3 ) . 
. For instance, c..,:; sume: 
gives 
t = 8 µ sec. 
'G = 5 µ sec. 
i.e. "G <t< 2'G 
n = 2F 2 - Fl - F O 
We can r e cord a maximu m of 2 counts. The individual probabilitie s 
for r ecording 0 1 1 or 2 counts are: 
p -ft = e 0 
pl 
-f(t-'(j [ l+f(t-i >J -ft = e - e 
Pz -fEt-O~F [ l+f(t-2'6) + f1 Et~zz;Fz -fEt-~F ti + f(t - Z )J = e I - e 2. 
We want to compare this fin ite distribution with the incoming Poisson 
distribution 
WO 
w 
n 
-ft 
= e 
= e :...ft(ft) 
-ft (ft) 2 
= e -2-
We see that, when 0.::::- t , there may b e i:;ignificant differences . 
4. 2. Count occur s at t = 0. 
A similar analysis can be made of the probability 
P' (0, t) of n counts in (0 , t) after an initial count at t = 0. 
n 
The 
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At time '3 , conditions are the same as at t = 0 
t ·s; n~ 
t ;::: (n+l F~ 
G = e 
-f(t-n'g ) 
n 
average n for .so < t < (s + l)(; 
s 
n = s 
-L G n 
1 
pt = 0 
n 
p In ::. 1 - {PI 1 + . . .. + p In- 1) 
n(oO 
is: 
The last possible case takes place when a count appe ars in the interval 
of time (- i, 0) before t = 0 . A similar treatme nt may be made by 
making a translation of the time scale . 
5) Application to our exp e riment. 
So far, we d e scribed the following cases 
Decaying source - Effe ct of the efficiency of a detector 
with zero recove ry time. 
Constant source: Effect of the recovery time of a perfectly 
efficient detector. 
We want to find th e probability distribution function of counts 
as they are fed within the CN 110 Analyzer. We may d e scribe it over 
the channe l length in two w ays: 
5. 1) Decaying source - Detector w ith ze ro dead-time. 
Let P (k) the probability that n counts will 
n . . 
appear in channel k of length 1. 
-129:.. 
p (k} = p [<k-1 )1, kl] 
n n 
n 
n n 
= c~ e l'n kl (c 11 _ l) g . 
_ N -\(k-l)e(l -\1) 
- e -e g 
C' 
By identifying n with -=-=--~--k--:----=--­Number of pulses 
pulse incoming into channel k of the CN 
one may express N as a function of C'k· 
(C'k =unknown average per 
110 Analyzer. See Ch. V. l) 
(g is assumed known.) 
Then, one has to feed this distribution function into the scheme 
described in Appendix A2. 
A problem arises as N enters into CN . In addition, one must 
n 
have an estimate of th e decay constant. Finally, the dead-time of the 
detector is not taken into account. 
5. 2) Constant source over the channel length. Dead time of the 
det e ctor is included. 
This a nalysis is also e qually complicated, for the 
question arises wh ether or not the detector is clogged at the opening 
of the channe l. Therefore, one has t o make a similar d e p endent event 
analysis as in Appendix A2. 
-13 0...: 
6 .. Conclusio n . 
We hop e that this brief tr e atment has pointed out the k ind of 
problems which arist. in a ra~ional treatment of d e ad-time losses. The 
ideal situation would b e to examine the case of a decaying source with 
a detector of finite r ecove ry time . We believe that this analysis is 
quite difficult to apply p ractically, thus it has not bee n done. However, 
we believe that care and circumspection should be used every time one 
attempts to describe count-loss e s for fast varying sources and channel 
lengths of comparable size w ith the r ecovery time of the detector. 
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